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The Night Before Christmas

‘T

By Clement Clarke Carnell

was the night before Christmas, and throughout Schroeder Plaza
The cops were as angry as Palestinians in Gaza.
Their pay and their benefits were under the knife,
And the media’s attacks made a miserable life.

The details that helped them to supplement pay,
Would be all gone tomorrow, if the Globe had its way.
And the Quinn bill was gutted by our good “friends of labor”,
Instead of a scalpel, they had used a dull saber.

“On, editors, On, reporters, On, Prancer and Dancer,
(To our pay and benefits, he was much worse than cancer!)
“On Donder, On Blitzen, On Comet and Cupid,
I can obfuscate facts, ‘cuz the public is stupid!”

Flagmen’s fifty-three dollars was the average, you see,
But police details were thirty-seven (sometimes thirty-three!)
But the public is ignorant, and Deval knows it too,
So the Globe can report stuff that simply ain’t true.

When up on the rooftop, there arose such a clatter,
The patrolmen ran out to see what was the matter.
And what should appear, to the wonder of all?
But a miniature Governor, whose name was Deval.

“We’re going to payroll”, we all heard him say,
“To take more of their money, cut more of their pay!”
“This year’s my election, we’ll do more of the same,
Make police the red herrings, we need someone to blame!”

He marched past a mirror and looked at himself,
With his servile flatterers, and a little Globe elf.
And just as we thought police details might be dying,
Appeared Commissioner Davis who accused him of “lying”!

He arrived in a sleigh, with an army of cronies,
Bumkissers, rumpswabs, coatholders and phonies.
There were editors, reporters, and that miserable jerk,
The old fart from Suffolk, Professor Dave Tuerck!

He preened for the cameras, as he pranced down the hall,
Holding coats for the Globe, and carrying their ball.
“I’ve never liked cops, because I’m such a good lib,
So I’ll make them the problem, tell the public a fib.”

His new “lying” rule, and his new policy,
(Which was originally directed at you and at me,)
Could now be employed where it might serve its best,
And he ordered the Governor placed under arrest!

More rapid than eagles, his courtiers came,
And he whistled and shouted and called them by name.
“On, Tiny Tim Murray, On, political hacks”,
Then he decreased our pay while he increased our tax!

“I’ll tell the taxpayers I’m saving them money,
By hiring flagmen, now won’t that be funny?
I need an excuse for the state’s fiscal mess,
So I’ll call flaggers “cheaper”, even though cops cost less!”

As the wagon arrived from our own District Two,
We heard Deval whimper, “BOO-HOO-HOO”.
And then he exclaimed as he drove out of sight,
“SCREW THE BOSTON POLICE; I HATE YOU, GOOD NIGHT!”

The advertisers of the Pax Centurion
do not necessarily endorse the opinions of the Pax Centurion/Boston Police Patrolmen’s Association.
The advertisers are in support of the
BPPA Scholarship Fund and every patrolmen who risks his or her life to
protect and serve
the community.

Governor Patrick’s fraud against police continues
By Jim Barry,
BPPA Legislative Agent
n a press conference called by Governor Deval Patrick and held in Worcester a few weeks back, the Governor proposed a further cut to the Quinn Bill
funding of $5 million dollars. This press
conference called by the Governor was
to deal with a further budget gap to the
current year that was projected at over
$600 million dollars. Yet Governor
Patrick spent three quarters of the press
conference outlining his plan to cut further into the Municipal Police Educational Incentive or Quinn Bill for $5 mil-

I

lion dollars and set up a commission to
look at doing away with the local required
funding for the same.
Governor, you had another $595 million in that gap that you paid scant attention to in your press conference as you
spent the majority of your time trashing
every Municipal Police Officer’s labor
contract. My current student loan balance
that I owe and continue to pay monthly is
just about $30 thousand. I went to Springfield College on weekends in Boston and
Manchester, New Hampshire for over
three years. Time away from family,
friends and details/overtime opportunities.

The BPPA membership ate zero increases
in our labor contract to get the Quinn Bill
Educational Incentive, while our brothers and sisters in the Boston Fire Services
received 9% for the same period. Now
times me by thousands of other municipal police officers and that story of mine
is the reality of families across the state
serving and protecting the public everyday.
Governor, your press conference was
another slap in the face to every police
officer and to every worker that believes
in Chapter 150E of the Mass. General
(continued on page A5)
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From the President:

Thomas J. Nee

Looking forward
A

s the new year fast approaches, I must
say in this time of great reflection that
I am not sad to see 2009 come to a close.
Looking ahead to 2010 and on the political
front I find myself short on optimism and
high on hope that “we” can promote change.
Ah “change” and “together we can”, two
clichés that are a great segway into my wish
for the New Year and a hope for a future
Christmas present.
Recently, we dispatched a letter to the
BPPA membership regarding important information and our need for your cooperation with regard to Construction Details and
the Deval Patrick administration. As the
governor’s dysfunctional attitude with the
law enforcement community continues to
play out in real time, we
will continue to expose
him and his administration.
Our options are few;
our patience is exhausted, and going forward in the New Year a
necessary element in our
ability to out-maneuver the mind-numbing
rhetoric and the incompetent actions of the
governors administration is to communicate
directly to the membership. He promised
us transparency; yet legislates behind the
closed doors of the budget process, he offered us change; yet we are having a hard
time paying our bills with change and he
offered us opportunity; yet he has done more
to put that beyond our reach than any governor in our lifetime and as he continues to
mislead and avoid answering questions
through his online forums, blogs and filtered
video media messages on YouTube, Twitter and other internet media apparatus, we,
unlike the media will not let it go unchallenged.
Look, I get it, we live in very challenging times, the economy is a mess, the recession continues and revenues are tough
to come by, but we “were” willing to work
with the administration, those days are behind us now. How can we be expected to

work with someone
that doesn’t respect
us or continuously takes gratuitous slaps at
us, why should we trust him or have confidence in him when he’s given us no reason,
look I’m not insulted he is not even working with or returning calls of the people who
endorsed and supported him? If they are disenfranchised why should I be upset, right?
Problem is, as the governor, he is a fraud,
he talks about pain and suffering, yet lives
in a, take your pick, mansion in Milton or a
Super Mansion in the Berkshires, am I missing something or does he seem to want for
nothing?
He clearly has no understanding or relationship with the working class of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts and now that his
mask has slipped, we
find that this Democratic
Governor’s conduct is
more damming to the
middle class of this state
than any Republican
Governor we have seen
in the last 16 years, yet seemingly some in
the Democratic Party continues to support
him even as he destroys their time tested
relationships with organized labor.
Why is it being tolerated and why is organized labor allowing him to operate seemingly with impunity?
I have spoken to many labor leaders outside of the law enforcement community in
recent weeks and many have revealed the
same growing concerns within their respective organizations, many have revealed the
desire to look for an alternative candidate
for governor even if that means going outside of the Democratic Party.
Obviously enough is enough, diplomacy
has been exhausted. A recent Rasmussen
Political report reveals 64% percent of the
people polled disapprove of the democratic
governors performance while a mere 34%
approve. The report further indicates the current polling data for the 2010 governor’s
(continued on page A5)
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on page A7
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Widow of slain New Jersey State Trooper Philip Lamonaco, center, and her
children Sarah, right, and Michael, second from left, listen as BPPA President
Thomas Nee, left, speaks during a news conference on the campus of UMass
Amherst. Convicted domestic terrorist Raymond “Luc” Levasseur was scheduled
to speak, but his ex-wife showed up instead.
–Courtesy of the American Police Beat

617-989-BPPA (2772)

Message from the Vice President:

I

Ronald MacGillivray

Jim Claiborne will be sorely missed…

recently had the pleasure of attending the interest was totally occupied in attempting ment or give his initial favorable statement
Captain’s retirement party. As one would to end these recurring brawls that drifted to IAD any standing while the case was Quinn accredited institution which many of
expect the place was packed. From all cor- from one location to another…how does the open for close to two years. For Christmas, our members had already begun.
ners of Jim’s life, individuals paraded
Because many colleges were not
forward for a couple of hours and truly
starting their fall semester until after
put into context what effect Jim had on That same passion that bred success on the field would
September 1, 2009 and full time oftheir lives. In the mid-sixties, I met Jim take him to the top of his chosen profession as a police
ficers serving in the armed forces were
playing Pop Warner football in
going to be out of luck when they reDorchester. As much as Jim is an avid officer. He tested to the top and was an effective leader
turned, the legislature passed correcfootball fan today, he was just as accom- with the rare combination of smarts and common
tive language that the Governor signed
plished at playing the sport back then.
on October 29, 2009 pushing back the
He had an uncanny ability to motivate sense. Not many leave this job with the universal respect date from September 1st till October
by example.
of their peers but Jim is one of those few individuals. His 1st so as to allow any current full time
That same passion that bred success
member of a municipal police departmany accomplishments were only outweighed by his
on the field would take him to the top of
ment who had enrolled in a Quinn
his chosen profession as a police officer. modesty in achieving them.
certified institution for the fall semesHe tested to the top and was an effective
ter to be considered a participant in
leader with the rare combination of smarts Department claim that the off-duty officer maybe the Department could take some of the career incentive pay program (Quinn).
and common sense. Not many leave this job did not assist a fellow officer or find it sig- the money spent on shot-blockers to
The legislation also included an addiwith the universal respect of their peers but nificant in any way that he did not recog- recalibrate the truth-telling machines that tional 4 month period for any members that
Jim is one of those few individuals. His nize that officer. Even the plain clothes of- too often default against the police officer were on active duty in the armed forces from
many accomplishments were only out- ficer stated in his form 26… “With the as- in question.
7-1-08 till 9-1-09 to enroll in the career inweighed by his modesty in achieving them. sistance of Captain Haley (EMS) and with
centive pay program but no later than 4
Boston’s loss is Harvard’s gain. Contin- the assistance of Joseph Kenneally Sr., the Quinn
months from the date of reinstatement to
Straight answers or any at all are hard to the municipal police department. The legued luck in this chapter of your life…
combatants were separated.” Specifications
further stated that “He became physically come by when dealing with the Board of islation also gave a more definitive answer
engaged in the incident, not as a police of- Higher Education. When requesting guid- to being accepted or enrolled in the Quinn
Truthfulness
ficer,
but rather, as a parent.” All parties ance in response to legislative actions in program stating “that any current regular
An arbitration case involving an officer
agree
that
he was physically engaged in at- May and June as to how the changes would full time member who has begun to accureceiving a nine-month suspension recently
tempting
to
break up the fight whether he affect current officers, the response was nil. mulate credit hours pursuant to section
concluded pending briefs and decision
was
acting
as
a parent or a police officer. Is When asking for clarification regarding 108L of chapter 41 of the General Laws as
which should be available by mid-winter.
being “enrolled or accepted” in institutions of October 1, 2009 shall be allowed to acthat
why
he
received
nine months?
Violations included Conduct, Neglect of
by September 1, 2009 in June and July there cumulate the maximum number of credit
Captain
Haley
of
EMS
was
a
key
witDuty and Truthfulness. The incident itself
was
another collective non-response. After hours for any eligible degree permitted…”
ness
to
this
incident
and
clearly
paints
Ofwas horrific in nature and would appear to
September
1st the Board was clear that be- Further inquiries and clarifications should
ficer
Kenneally
in
a
positive
light
as
to
his
have unjustifiably influenced the
Department’s depiction of the off-duty actions at the scene. Oddly enough there ing “enrolled or accepted” meant being ac- be directed to the Board of Higher Educaofficer’s actions. The internal specifications seems to be some question as to why the cepted into a Criminal Justice Program not tion.
Merry Christmas and Happy Holidays.
against the officer included a couple of para- department did not actively pursue his state- just attending criminal justice classes in a
graphs detailing the Department’s perception of events on that evening. Having listened to most of the relevant testimony, one
By Jim Carnell, Pax Editor
would be hard pressed to believe that a neuOW DID I KNOW? Am I clairvoytral third party would rule that the charges
ant? Without ever having seen a photo
prepared and discipline imposed were
of the scumbag, terrorist Raymond “Luc”
clearly reasoned.
The specifications involving Conduct Levasseur, how did I know what they would
and Neglect of Duty were similar in descrip- look like? In a photo which appeared in the
tion and included claims that the officer Boston Herald, scumbag “Luc” is actually
“never requested a police response” and wearing a “Free Mumia” T-shirt. You re“failed to help a fellow officer that was in member Mumia Abu Jamal, don’t you?
need of assistance”. The off-duty officer He’s the convicted murderer of Philadelphia
from first knowledge till the bitter end was police officer Danny Faulkner who has
fully engaged in trying to stop a multiple managed over many years to amass an army
person altercation that involved two of his of sick followers like Hollywood nitwits Ed
children outside the immediate vicinity of Asner, Susan Sarandon, Mike Farrell,
his home. This was corroborated by those Ben and Jerry’s ice cream founders, and a
having eye witness knowledge of the pro- whole host of others who belive in his ranttracted confrontation. Regarding the failure ing police-conspiracy theories. Despite the
to notify police… again the off-duty officer fact that Mumia’s own actually registered
was in flip-flops and tee-shirt and immedi- handgun (imagine that!) was verified as the
ately interjected himself into the middle of murder weapon, and Officer Faulkner’s Raymond “Luc” Levasseur
Patricia Levasseur
the fray. Calls to the police were made in- bullet from his service weapon was found
stantaneously from three neighbors includ- inside Mumia after the shooting (Mumia dicted: a graying, former hippie type who know she would look like the archetypical
ing the officer’s wife from their home shot Faulkner five times point-blank while looks like she walked out of contemporary Professor walking out of BU or Harvard
he was on the ground), idiots like Levasseur Cambridge/Jamaica Plain/Arlington/New- after a grueling day of “teaching” (indocphone.
There was also a “truthfulness” charge and Hollywood elitists believe Mumia was ton or any of the other elitist-fraud-liberal trinating) students in leftist dogma?
Yes, without ever having seen a picture
that the off-duty officer did not recognize the victim of a police conspiracy. But how communities? How did I know she would
the plain clothes, on-duty officer who had did I know that “Luc” would be a supporter? look like the same ridiculous frauds who of either of these two scumbags, I knew
And how did I know that “Luc’s” wife, show up in Copley Square or the Boston what they would look like. I guess I must
arrived in an un-marked car. Considering
the fact that the off-duty officer’s focused Patricia, would appear exactly as I had pre- Common at anti-war rallies? How did I be clairvoyant…

How did I know???

H

www.bppa.org
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Treasury Notes:

Thomas Pratt,

BPPA Treasurer

Congratulations to BPPA Scholarship award winners

T

he first order of business for this issue of the Pax is going to be the annual scholarship
drawing and the recipients. On November 11, 2009, a drawing was held at the union
hall at the monthly meeting of the House of Representatives. The winners names are as
followed and I have also included the names of the alternates. If by some reason a recipient cannot meet one of the Union’s criteria, a scholarship will go to an alternate in the
order that it was drawn. If any of the parents of the winners have any questions on how to
claim one of the awards feel free to give me a call. The number at the union hall is 617989-2772.
Student
Joseph Coppinger
Eric Butler
Gabrielle Johnson
Arianna Woodley
Jeremiah Morgan
Alanna L. Lopez
Michael Lockhead
Jessica McGoldrick
Daniel Fullam, Jr
Jordan Johnson
Ashley Berrio
Brittany Dantona
Conor McNabb
Gillian Haley
John Santosuosso
Brendan Cullen
James Forsyth
Curtis Carroll
Liam Tompkins
Jenine Hayward
Patrick Creavin
Michael Mylett
Harry Scales
Olivia Cellucci
Johnathan Tinsley
Clyde Garrett
Conor Moccia
Stephen Fitzpatrick
Kathryn Boylan
Isaiah Stephens
Justin Jones
Matthew Golden
Michael Kelley
Josephine Sullivan
Leah O’Brien
Michael Bolstad
Ryan Hebard
Michael Leary
Matthew Smith
Devin Santillana

Parent
Unit
Joe Coppinger ................................................... B2
Robert Butler .................................................. D14
Andrew Johnson ............................................... D4
Lorenzo Woodley .......................................... MOP
Christopher Morgan ......................................... E13
William Lopez, Sr .................................... EMS/OP
Kevin Lockhead ................................................ A7
Patricia McGoldrick ................................ Licensing
Daniel Fullam ................................................... D4
Laurence Johnson ......................................... MOP
Richard Berrio ............................................... EMS
Anthony Dantona .............................................. A7
David McNabb ................................................. D4
Robert Haley .................................................. EMS
DavidSantosuosso ............................................. B2
Vincent Cullen ................................................. E13
Stephen Ryan .............................................. Harbor
Curtis Carroll ................................................... Ops
Gail Tompkins .................................................. A1
Paul Hayward ................................................... A1
Patrick Creavin ................................................. C6
Michael Mylett ................................................. C6
Harry Scales ................................................ YVSF
Charles Cellucci ................................................ A7
Bernadette Sullivan ........................................... B3
Nina Jefferson .................................................... E5
Jay Moccia........................................................ D4
Richard Fitzpatrick ......................................... D14
Edward Boylan ............................................... C11
Davey Stephens ............................................... E18
William B. Jones .............................................. E13
Timothy Golden .............................................. C11
Richard Kelley .............................................. MOP
Billy Sullivan .................................................... C6
Jeremiah O’Brien ............................................ C11
Jennifer Connolly............................................ D14
Jerome Hebard ................................................. E13
Michael Leary ................................................... A7
Kevin Smith ................................................ Harbor
Mario Santillana ............................................... C6

Alternates
Shannon Driscoll
Joseph Connolly
Amy Truong
Francesca Coyne
Colleen Dalrymple
Stephanie Hill
Kristyn Howard
William Hubbard
Jasmine Harewood
Davier Hernandez

Richard Driscoll ............................................... E13
Clifford Connolly ............................................ D14
Hien Truong ...................................................... A1
James Coyne ..................................................... B2
Patti Dalrymple ........................................... Details
Thomas Hill ..................................................... HQ
Steven Howard .................................................. C6
William Hubbard .............................................. D4
Otis Harewood .............................................. MOP
Leonardo Hernandez ......................................... A7

I would just like to thank all of the vendors who purchased advertising in the Pax over
the past year. Due to your generosity, we are able to fund these scholarships for our
families.
Next, I would like to acknowledge the Police Commissioner along with Chief Linskey
and some other members of the command staff. They took time out of their schedule on
Thursday, October 10, for the ground breaking ceremony of the new District 02 Station.
It was great that they were able to introduce themselves to a visiting police officer from
Ireland. The Irish police officer was delighted that “the bosses” took a few minutes out of
Page A4 • PAX CENTURION • November/December 2009

their day to say hi and ask him how he liked our fair city. I would
also like to thank the officers from B-2, MOP, Operations and the
Homicide Unit who also took some time out of their day to say hi and shake his hand. A
special thanks to Jack Callahan and Lt. Gregg Long who did not let him leave the
homicide unit empty handed (swag).
Next on the agenda, I would just like to say farewell to Captain James Claiborne who
just recently retired. The Captain is going to Harvard University to be a Deputy Chief.
This will be a score for Harvard. For those of you who did not know the Captain, he is a
stand up guy who told the truth and when dealing with union issues, he was fair. I am sure
soon after his arrival, the Deputy Chief will soon start to transform the flower gardens and
fountains at the Harvard University Police Station.
I recently attended some in-service training at the Academy and I would like to tell you
about an underutilized asset the department has up there. The asset is the new gym that
Captain Murray has built in the old auditorium. While I attend in-service, I made use of
some of my spare time by working out (in between Italian spukies from Tutto Italiano).
(continued on page A5)

Will you be making the most of your
City of Boston Pension income?
Think about it . . .
Retirement is for a long time!
And a lot of money!
What is important to you?
• Is it important that you receive the maximum pension?
• How much pension income will you choose to forfeit to provide for a spouse or
other beneficiary?
• Would you benefit by owning and controlling the sizeable dollars involved?
• Would you like to have any remainder income to pass to children, grandchildren, or charity, rather than revert to the retirement system?

Retirement Options (and Survivor Benefits)
The City of Boston’s pension plan provides excellent retirement income. Their
benefits are calculated using current, state-of-the-art methods and assumptions. And
yet, they may come up short when you seek to accommodate larger personal financial
interests – interests which may vary over two or three or more decades of retirement!
The two pension options that retiree’s most frequently select include:
• Maximum income – provides the highest monthly payment to the retiree only,
• Joint & survivor – provides equal payments to the retiree and spouse, as long as
either lives.
To provide survivor retirement income to your spouse (in the event of your death),
you must accept a reduced income during your lifetime!
This cost, the reduction of pension income for as long as you live, may be an
expensive way to provide a survivor benefit on your death. This cost increases with
each Cost-of-Living Allowance, and offers no opportunity for recovery. If your spouse
predeceases you, the loss is completely forfeited.
Here lies the problem for many retirees! Unless the retiree and spouse live to or
through their life expectancies, they risk “leaving dollars on the table”. The amount
frequently is well into six figures!
Managed Insurance Solutions is able to provide an individualized approach to
pension planning.
With an individualized approach, we plan for you to receive the maximum monthly
retirement payment through a specially constructed life insurance approach. This is
done in conjunction with the retirement plan, and builds on its strengths.
The objective is not, initially, to have greater monthly cash flow (though you may).
The objectives usually reflect your answers to the questions in “What Is Important to
You?”, above.
The long-term result converts your pension survivor benefit costs into equity in
the form of life insurance cash values, or into asset perpetuation when the equivalent value of the retirement pension is paid in the form of a life insurance benefit. In
this way, “you and yours” receive value equal to or greater than your retirement system’s
promise to pay.
By acting now you can have an alternative to the smaller income at retirement!
Contact Jim Boyle, brother of Officer Tom and Bob Boyle at 508-333-4336 or by email at jboyle@ManagedInsurancesolutions.com for a complementary no obligation consultation.
617-989-BPPA (2772)

Secretary Spread:

F

Jay Broderick,

BPPA Secretary

Coming year poses serious challenges

irst and foremost, I’d like to wish everyone a Merry Christmas and my best
wishes for a Happy New Year.
The coming year poses some serious
challenges for the BPPA and our members.
The economic problems facing the country
in general and the Commonwealth of Massachusetts in particular, continue to threaten
the financial well being of all of us. The
potential cuts to our Quinn Bill benefits, the
continuing attacks on the paid detail system, and decline in tax revenues will be
important factors in the next round of contract negotiations. Though the BPPA and
the City have yet to sit down and begin negotiating our next CBA, you can be sure
that we have already begun internal discussions within the BPPA and we are
identifying options that assure that our
members are compensated accordingly
for the outstanding jobs that you do on a
daily basis.
In the meantime, it is crucial that we
continue to protect those hard-earned benefits. The BPPA is in the process of finalizing a media campaign designed to call attention to the importance of the paid detail
system and the enhanced police presence
that it provides the public. Included in this
campaign will be the overwhelming facts
that the use of “flagmen” will never be financially cheaper than the use of professionally trained Police Officers. We can, and
will, get that message out to the public but
we will need your help. It will be a com-

Congratulations to
BPPA scholarship
award winners
(continued from page A4)
The place is great with almost every workout machine known to mankind on the
premise. So, I know with the winter months
upon us and work slowing down instead of
paying for a gym, save a couple a bucks a
month and workout there. I do not know
the schedule but the number for the Academy is 617-343-4410.
Over the last year, I know we have taken
some hits on the Quinn Bill and details. Your
BPPA leadership team and the members of
the House of Representatives will continue
to fight in order to keep what we have earned
and negotiated.
I would like to take this opportunity to
wish you all a Merry Christmas and a Happy
New Year. Remember, if you feel like you
need back up, ask for it. At the end of a tour
of duty, one of your jobs, as a police officer
is to go home and be with your family and
friends. Let’s remember our troops in the
gulf, may they stay safe and return home
soon.
To my friend, John, farewell. You will
be missed and may God watch over your
family.
As always, keep your guard up and watch
each other’s back and I look forward to serving you in the upcoming year.
www.bppa.org

plete waste of resources if the local newspaper runs a front page photo of someone
sitting in their car or a contractor writes a
letter about people continuing to show up

out a BPPA rep or a BPPA-assigned attorney. Regardless of whether or not you are
the “target” of the allegation or just a witness, do not go to these interviews without,

The economic problems facing the country in
general and the Commonwealth of Massachusetts
in particular, continue to threaten the financial well
being of all of us. The potential cuts to our Quinn
Bill benefits, the continuing attacks on the paid
detail system, and decline in tax revenues will be
important factors in the next round of contract
negotiations. Though the BPPA and the City have
yet to sit down and begin negotiating our next
CBA, you can be sure that we have already begun
internal discussions within the BPPA and we are
identifying options that assure that our members
are compensated accordingly for the outstanding
jobs that you do on a daily basis.
late for their details. We need to police ourselves and hold those few people, who don’t
do the right thing, accountable.
Over the last few months, there have
been a number of occasions that a member
has either gone to an IAD interview with-

at a minimum, your Shift Representative.
If you are a “target” of the investigation and
the allegation is criminal in nature then you
need to have a BPPA assigned attorney with
you to assure that your rights are protected.
If the allegation is a Rules and Regs offense

or you are a witness to the actions
of a fellow member, then you should still
have a Rep with you during the interview.
The investigators do not have to tell you that
you have the right to representation but most
will advise you that you should have someone. If you’re not sure about having representation, please call the BPPA or your Rep.
and ask them for advice when you receive
your notice.
Sometime after the first of the year, we
will be sending out an information update
package. Please take the time to make sure
that your address, contact information, education, and the other information listed is
accurate.
On a much different note, the BPPA recently suffered the loss of one of our members. John Ridlon, a well-respected Police
Officer and a friend to many, died far too
young and far too suddenly. His death will
be a loss to the department, to his fellow
Police Officers, to his fellow BPPA reps,
and most importantly, to his family. The attendance at the walk by was impressive and
showed the impact that he had on others. Please
remember John and his family during these
trying times and look after each other.
Please enjoy your families and friends
and have a Merry Christmas and Happy
New Year.

Governor Patrick’s fraud against police continues
(continued from page A1)
laws. Your proposed further cut to this program and commission to reform Quinn were
both thankfully rejected by both the Massachusetts House of Representatives and
Senate. Your call for reforming the Quinn
has already been done by the Board of
Higher Education just four years ago. The
capping of new hires eligible after July of
this year stops any further unknown increases to the budget item. You now want
to further cut it on the state side? Then you
propose to tear up the police labor contracts
in the cities and towns that have it? This is
your reform? Is this your justice?
This past year, as the Commonwealth
plunged into deficits of billions of dollars,
we saw Quinn educational incentive funding cut to (state portion) 20%. From $55
million to $10 million. My pay cut will be
in the neighborhood of $200 per week. $200
that I pay my rent with, spend for food,
spend for heat, and spend on gas. A promise has been broken and we are paying the
price. During these times we are not alone
and understand the elderly, mentally challenged and others throughout the Commonwealth are also paying a price.
We shall continue fighting to restore the
funding for our take-home paycheck as the
state returns to better times. This year, next
year and the year after we shall be there
every time there is an opportunity to make
our families whole again. $4 billion dollars
is a lot of money to make up, yet there is
some light beginning to show. Projections

have already begun for better times coming. Casinos have a huge local law enforcement component to their success. Legalized
gaming would be a great opportunity for
funding the state’s portion of the educational
incentive to cities and towns. We shall fully
expect and will never stop fighting after all
the sacrifices we have made individually and
collectively, that we will be returned whole.
I have met and would follow some of
our political friends to the ends of the earth
because they believe in justice. They really
got into politics for all the right reasons and
they shall be the ones who fight alongside
of us. Politicians who believe in what we
did (educating ourselves) benefited the
Commonwealth for a better police officer

serving the public and patrolling our streets.
These friends know what we gave up to
accomplish this and know what is right to
restore us.
Police unions and their memberships,
plus their families and friends will be back
requesting the full funding for the police
educational incentive better known as the
Quinn Bill. Governor, your attempts to use
and abuse police officers for polling points
is over and it is coming back to bite you
just as the election year begins. Your are not
one of those politicians that I would follow
anywhere, because after dealing with you
and your administration, I’ve seen you don’t
honor what is right and just. But Governor,
justice will be served.

Looking forward
(continued from page A2)
election reveals Patrick 33%, Baker 28%
and Cahill 25% with 14% undecided. It is
obvious that the race is a referendum on the
incumbent rather than a choice between
competing ideologies and it is the talk of
many who are trying to distance themselves
from the governor and his ridiculous reforms that serve no legitimate purpose.
Like I said earlier we thoroughly understand and have a profound respect the challenging times but we will not rest until our
membership is made whole for the inadequacies perpetrated on them and their families by the Patrick Administration, it’s not

going to be easy and it’s not going to happen overnight but it will get done.
We will never forget maybe a cliché
used by many in the post 9-11 world, to
us in law enforcement community it is not
a cliché, it is a code of conduct. In unity
there is strength, from our strength comes
honor.
I know that this is not a typical Christmas article, but it certainly is a sign of the
times. Merry Christmas, Happy Holidays
and above all else may you the New Year
bring you peace, happiness and good health.
Please be safe.
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Byrne & Drechsler,
L.L.P.
Attorneys at Law

JAMES E. BYRNE
THOMAS DRECHSLER
KENNETH H. ANDERSON
SUSAN E. DEVLIN
RICHARD P. MAZZOCCA
ERIC S. GOLDMAN
JONATHAN E. TOBIN
Eastern Harbor Office Park
50 Redfield Street
Boston, Massachusetts 02122

A GENERAL PRACTICE OF LAW
WITH AN EMPHASIS IN
CIVIL AND CRIMINAL LITIGATION
including personal injury law involving auto/motorcycle
accidents, slip and fall accidents, premises liability,
defective products, medical malpractice, head and burn
injuries, liquor liabilities and worker’s compensation.

(617) 265-3900
Telefax: (617) 265-3627
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Stern report again clears BPD in Woodman case
But family and attorney still blame police
By Jim Carnell, Pax Editor
ET ANOTHER REPORT, this one issued by former
US Attorney Donald Stern, has again cleared the BPD
of any wrongdoing that may have in any way contributed
to the death of David Woodman, who died in Beth Israel
Hospital of a pre-existing heart condition 11 days after being
arrested by the Boston Police following the Celtics 2008
victory over the Los Angeles Lakers. Unfortunately, once
again, the family of Woodman and their well-known cophating Attorney Howard Friedman, staged another press
conference condemning the police and seeking yet another
review.
Woodman was arrested for drinking in public and resisting arrest after walking up to police holding an open
beer and refusing to immediately discard it. He then proceeded to splash beer on one of the officers, and resisted
arrest by grabbing onto a fence. Woodman alone knew that
he had a very serious pre-existing heart condition, the officers themselves had no way of knowing anything other
than they had the misfortune of dealing with yet another
over-privileged, smart-aleck college student who was literally begging to be arrested by virtue of his own behavior.
As soon as the officers noticed that the handcuffed
Woodman had stopped breathing, they began CPR and
summoned medical help. Woodman died in Beth Israel
Hospital 11 days after the incident after suffering another
heart attack, despite being surrounded by some of the best
doctors in the world.
Regardless, it is always easier to blame the police, and
not the individual responsible for his own unfortunate demise. As the Stern report says: “We believe that, by and
large, the police officers acted reasonably and in no way
anticipated or could have predicted the outcome.””…the
stopping and eventual arrest of David Woodman was justified and reasonable…”… “The Medical Examiner concluded that Mr. Woodman’s death was caused by a cardiac
arrhythmic event “due to the patient’s abnormal heart”
and “the initial event on 6/18/08 did not cause the subsequent event”.
Even the criticism that the report, produced by former
US Attorney Donald Stern (who is no friend of the police),
placed upon minor procedural errors which may have occurred are clearly the result of an attorney’s misunderstanding of the practical realities of street-level police work. For
example, the report seems to place an emphasis upon
whomever was actually responsible for monitoring Mr.
Woodman after his arrest. As an attorney sitting in a comfortable office surrounded by his staff, Mr. Stern thinks
that things actually work on the street like “CSI” or “Law
and Order.” How naïve. Those of us who are knowledgeable about riot-related control situations know that no one
individual is ever – or can ever – be placed in personal
control of one particular prisoner. Instead, prisoners are
the collective responsibility of the arresting officers present,
and custody, control and care are often temporarily transferred from one officer to another, depending on the existing circumstances. Regardless, once an officer noticed that
Woodman appeared to not be breathing, all emergency procedures were begun and an ambulance was summoned,
with officers even running into the streets to flag down
passing ambulances going to and from the local hospital
area.
The report also makes mention of the fact that no officer “checked Woodman for his identity” while at the scene.
Again, these are attorneys criticizing police from the comfort and safety of their offices. An officer does not normally check for an individual’s identity by going through
his/her pockets at the scene of the arrest, but instead waits
until the prisoner is firmly secured at the booking area,
where the possibility of false allegations are minimized

Y

www.bppa.org

and an individual’s identity can be more positively made.
The facts, though, are not of any comfort to the family,
who will forever blame the police for the initial contact
with their son. Again, it is always easier to blame the police rather than the individual who caused his own arrest
by virtue of his juvenile conduct. And Attorney Howard
Friedman, who has made a cottage industry out of suing
cops and has a well-known hatred for all police officers,

will undoubtedly file a civil lawsuit, if for no other purpose
than to make himself money through a “go away and leave
us alone” settlement from the city. Even that, though, would
be a disgrace. The officers did nothing wrong during the
arrest of David Woodman. He and he alone knew about his
serious heart condition and that any form of exertion, such
as struggling with the police after using alcohol, was probably not a smart thing to do.
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The Globe opines: Patrick should support free speech at UMass

T

he right to free speech is not confined
to people who are pleasant or reasonable. It applies to the most despicable people
and the most offensive perspectives. Governor Deval Patrick should not have leaned
on officials at UMass-Amherst last week
to cancel a speech by convicted bomber
Raymond Luc Levasseur. Yesterday,
Patrick wisely gave up trying to block a new
invitation from UMass faculty members to
Levasseur to speak on campus tomorrow.
The governor had reason to publicly condemn Levasseur, who served 18 years in
federal prison for bombing four military and
research labs as a political protest. But
Patrick never should have gone further than
he did yesterday, when he urged people offended by Levasseur to air their own views
rather than attempt to silence his.
Levasseur originally was asked to speak
about his role as a defendant in a famous
1989 sedition trial. University officials
called the invitation “repugnant’’ and, at

Patrick’s behest, cancelled the forum at
which he would have spoken.
Belatedly, the governor and university
leaders came to understand what should
have been clear from the start – that free
speech is essential to a meaningful education and functioning democracy. A university campus is a forum for discussing difficult issues and for examining even the most
abhorrent views. To create an environment
that allows for the open exchange of ideas,
universities must protect their faculty and
students’ ability to invite provocative speakers. Furthermore, everyone should recognize that silencing contentious speech does
little good, while allowing it has the potential to prevent harm. By bringing hostile
views of hate groups into the open, for example, universities can confront prejudice.
Just as Levasseur and the UMass faculty
who invited him have the right to express
themselves, so do the families of the victims of his crimes and others who will object to his appearance at the university. But

no matter how much people hate Levasseur
and what he stands for, they must respect
his constitutional right to speak freely. The
same rules and principles that would curtail the speech of criminals, bigots, and trai-

tors could also be used to curtail the free
speech of patriots. Protecting that right is a
requirement of a free society.
(Editorial reprinted from the Boston
Globe, Wednesday, November 11, 2009.)

… and our response
Dear Editor,
As a longtime Boston police union representative, I noted that your November 11th
editorial “Patrick should support free speech at UMass” conveniently omitted the fact
that domestic terrorist Raymond Levasseur had participated in the attempted murders of
two Mass. State Troopers and numerous (20-30?) actual bombings and robberies, including the 1976 Suffolk County Courthouse bombing which injured 20 and left one man
without a leg. His cohorts murdered New Jersey Trooper Philip Lomanco, another fact
conveniently omitted. The Boston Globe merely mentioned that “Levasseur had served
18 years in federal prison for bombing four military and research labs as a political
protest.” (emphasis added)
Yes, Boston Globe, Levasseur a mere “political protester.” Facts are such inconvenient
things for liberals trying to push their agenda on a fickle and forgetful general public.
Let’s not mention what this scumbag really did, right, Boston Globe? Let’s try to romanticize this “political protester,” since he comes from the same mindset as many of today’s
journalists and editorialists. What a disgrace….
– James W. Carnell
Boston Police Patrolmen’s Association, Area A-1 representative

BPPA President Nee
expresses outrage
at Sen. Chang-Diaz’s
lone vote against
resolution
condemning
domestic terrorist
Raymond Levasseur’s
appearance
at UMass Amherst

www.bppa.org
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Veterans’ Corner:

H

Patrick M. Rose, C-11

We need a Commander-in-Chief
with the backbone to WIN!

ere we are again, winter is
fast approaching, we already
experienced our first snow fall of
the season. I’m sure we all have
the holidays on our mind, which
are fast approaching. However, as
a country, we still have some unfinished business in East Asia.
I’m sure that the Holidays are
not the first thing on the minds of
our brothers and sisters, surviving,
however is! Coming home in one
piece is! Winning this war is! Being provided with the proper tools,
numbers and support is!
I was wishing that by now, the
new government would find its
‘rudder’ with regards to the war
on terror, however I’ve been
proven wrong, sadly enough. We,
as a nation, have adopted the
policy of telegraphing our military
plans and supposed strategies to
the same terrorists that we call our
enemy. For some unknown, idiotic
reason, the president has been accepting counsel from some political hack, that believes, the American people want to hear the ‘plan’, want to
know the play by play. Guess what, we
DON’T!
What we want is a Commander in Chief
that has the backbone to do what needs to
be done, to WIN and bring our troops home.
Someone that will make the RIGHT and
PROPER MORAL decisions, providing
our military the tools they need to get the
job done, thus ensuring our military personnel their safety and a swift win.
In WWII, there was a saying “LOOSE
LIPS SINK SHIPS” the reason for that
saying was obvious to even children of the
day. Why some idiot finds it necessary to
tell the world our plans, which just puts
more men and woman in harm’s way, is beyond me.
Mr. President, listen to your common
sense and your intellect, not some political
hack that thinks he or she knows how to
win the popularity war. Make your decisions
after seeking guidance from the military
Commanders not some pollster and stop
telling the enemy what the ‘plan’ is, it
doesn’t work that way, never has, never will!
Forget about the day to day, week to
week polling. Focus on the big picture, and
make a commitment to WIN, not just to
make it look good and get out. If we don’t
win it now, we WILL be back, embroiled
in this type of war for decades to come! Our
founding fathers realized early on that it
would take a different strategy to win and
gain our independence as a Nation, thus
Guerrilla Warfare was born. Hit and run became the successful tactic of the day. It will
take that kind of free thinking to win in
today’s world.

Speaking of the founding fathers, I would
like to wish everyone a Very Merry Christmas, Oh yah, I said it MERRY CHRISTMAS, look out, the ACLU will be hunting
me down. How dare we wish anyone a
MERRY CHRISTMAS. I mean after all, it’s
not considered ‘Politically Correct’ or is it.
If I’m not mistaken, this country was
founded by a group of people that had their
religious rights and freedoms oppressed. A
group of people, which undertook great and
severe hardships to cross an ocean. An
ocean, which separated them from oppression and religious freedom. A group of
people that came to this strange, hard, harsh
and sometimes deadly land, just to be free.
All in the name of religious freedom. Those
freedoms have been guaranteed under our
constitution and protected by our Military
Veterans for many years. (You were wondering what this has to do with the Veterans, weren’t you).
Christmas, not just a day, but a time of
year. Christmas, not only a religious holiday but a Federal Holiday. After thirty three
states had declared Christmas a legal holiday, the Federal government figured they
had better jump on board. The U.S. Government declared Christmas to be a Federal Holiday, way back in 1870. Every one
of the original 48 states had declared Christmas a Legal holiday by 1890 with Alaska
and Hawaii accepting its status prior to becoming states.
Veterans have been observing Christmas
as far back as the U.S. Civil War. There have
been some notable cease fires over the years
and through the many different wars during Christmas, and there have also been
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some despicable violations of those truces,
but the American soldier recognizes the
time, not just the day, the holiday, but Christmas time. Soldiers, Sailors, Marines and
Airmen alike wish for the feelings of good
will towards others. They wish for the ultimate Christmas present of peace and they
pray to God, yes God. Because my friend,
when you’re in combat, no matter what your
religion, you definitely believe in GOD.
It means more than just a celebration of
the Christian faith, it means America, it
means home, it brings up all the good that
we as a country, a nation are.
It’s the thoughts of smelling fresh-baked
pies, turkey or ham coming out of the oven,
families sitting and sharing a meal together.
People helping people, reaching out to make
things better, Believe me when I tell you
that there isn’t a Veteran out there that hasn’t
celebrated Christmas.
Whether you are a Christian, a Jew, a
Buddhist, a Muslim, a Druid, a Witch, a
Hindu, an Animist or claim to be agnostic,
when Christmas time arrives in the battle
zone, all Veterans think of home. When the
bullets are buzzing by, all Veterans pray to
GOD. So with that being said; MERRY
CHRISTMAS TO ALL. Please join me in
a prayer, that our brothers and sisters are
returned to us safe and soon.
I would like to once again publicly thank
some wonderful people who put together a
Christmas drive for our fellow Officers who
happen to be on active duty fighting the War
on Terror.
Rita Foley (acting as Santa Claus) along
with a bunch of her Elves: Gail Carnes,
and Danny Adams, (just to name a few),

slid down the chimney at each district station and packaged hundreds of items that were generously donated by Officers and
Civilian employees of the Boston Police Department. Santa
and her Elves, worked feverously into the night to ensure
that all items were distributed
equally to our Brethren, who
will once again be away from
home and their loved ones this
Christmas. It never ceases to
amaze me, that we have so many
people that give of their time and
effort so selflessly time and time
again, without so much as looking for a thank you. Well I cannot
in good conscience publish another article without stating publicly THANK YOU, YOU
PEOPLE ARE THE BEST!
I know there isn’t enough
space on this page to list all who
gave and all who helped, but you
know who you are and should be
proud. A special Thank You for
those who stepped up to the plate
to pay the shipping cost, God Bless and
Merry Christmas.

Reminder

T

he Boston Police VFW Post #1018 is
always looking for new members to
step up and get involved. If you want to keep
it going, we need new ‘blood’ to step up to
the plate
What better time than now, when our
brothers and sisters are in need of our support. VFW Post meetings are held on the
third Monday of each month in the upper
hall at 1930 hours. The E-Board meets at
1800 hours downstairs.
The VFW meetings are open to all members, and we encourage active participation.
The E-Board conducts its annual open meeting on the 2nd Tuesday in July, (per the bylaws).
Once again let me offer an invitation to
visit the completely remodeled Post, inside
and out. Enjoy a cheap, cold ‘one’ with some
old friends, or make some new friends.
Enjoy the game tables, electronic game
machine or lottery.
The Post is open seven days a week from
1500 hours ‘til closing around 0200 hours
(Patriot game days we open early). If you
are behind on your dues, come on down and
we’ll work something out.
If you are still not a member, what are
you waiting for? The membership cost is
still only $30.00 per year, as long as you’re
paid prior to January 1st.
As always, please Be safe out there! A
VERY MERRY CHRISTMAS TO YOU
AND YOURS!, OR A HAPPY HANUKKAH!
617-989-BPPA (2772)

THE LAW FIRM OF SCOTT D. GOLDBERG, P.C.
Assisting and Representing Police Officers Since 1990
RECENT CASE SUMMARY
FACTS: Officer injured on-duty when police vehicle struck by suspect avoiding arrest.
Officer was disabled and collected IOD pay and medical bills were paid under c.41 s.111F.
Officer recovered and returned to full duty.
CASE: Officer sought free legal consultation and pursued claims against the vehicle operator
and owner – and under his personal auto policy – for lost detail and overtime pay, and
compensation for pain and suffering.
OUTCOME: Officer received gross recovery of: $8,000 in Personal Injury Protection and
$10,000 in additional medical payment benefits, $20,000 insurance policy limits for the
defendant operator and owner, and $80,000 in Underinsured Motorist benefits.
ATTORNEY: Scott Goldberg
If you have been injured you may have a case.
Attorney Goldberg provides free consultations.
The law firm only receives a fee if we recover compensation for you.
And we give police officers a 10% discount off our general public legal fees.
Contact Attorney Scott Goldberg at 617-227-1888 or scott@goldberglawfirm.net.

SCOTT D. GOLDBERG, ESQ.
FANEUIL HALL
4 SOUTH MARKETPLACE
BOSTON, MA 02109
617-227-1888

www.goldberglawfirm.net

800-349-1888

THE EASTERN SEABOARD’S LARGEST AND FINEST CONCRETE CONTRACTOR

LIBERTY PLACE

LIBERTY PLACE MAIN SHEER WALLS

LIBERTY PLACE

LIBERTY PLACE GARAGE SHEER WALLS

MANCHESTER PLACE

RADIUS STAIRS

Concrete
Flatwork
Division

EQUISERVE

CANTON, MA PARKING GARAGE

Concrete
Formwork
Division

Pump, Place, and Finish

Cast-in-Place Structural Concrete

High-Rise
Superstructure
Commercial Buildings
Parking Structures
Tunnels
Ice-Skating Arenas
Industrial Facilities

Formwork
Rebar and Mesh
Post Tensioning
Supervision
Layout and Engineering
S&F CONCRETE CONTRACTORS INCORPORATED

166 CENTRAL ST. P.O. BOX 427
HUDSON, MA 01749-0427

TELEPHONE (978) 562-3495
FAX (978) 562-9461
WWW.S-F-CONCRETE.COM
MIT SIMMONS HALL

www.bppa.org

CAMBRIDGE, MA

IKEA

STOUGHTON, MA
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MetLife Home Loans

MORTGAGES
Specializing in home loans for Police Officers

Home financing for Boston’s finest
MetLife Home Loans mortgage professional Rusty O’Dowd
has handled hundreds of home loans for police officers
throughout Massachusetts.
For home purchases, refinancing and more, including a free
mortgage analysis and references from other police officers
… contact Rusty today!

Rusty O’Dowd
Office: 781-647-2026
Cell: 617-285-2691
(phone answered seven days a week)
Fax: 781-647-4610
E-mail: rodowd@metlife.com

For the if in life.®

All loans subject to approval. Certain restrictions may apply. Mortgage financing provided by MetLife Home Loans, a division of MetLife Bank, N.A. Equal Housing Lender. ©2008 METLIFE, INC. L0209020325[exp0210][All States][DC]
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BPPA Retired Patrolmen’s Division News
The five legal documents every person
should have in an estate plan
By Richard L. Rubino, JD
he best Christmas/holiday gift you can
give to your family is helping them get
their affairs in order. The following are the
five essential documents we all need.

T

What is Elder Law?
Elder Law is a term you may or may not
be familiar with. If you’re not familiar with
it, there is a good reason why not: despite
its name, Elder Law, as a substantive body
of law, is actually quite new, having only
evolved in the last twenty years. Contrast
Elder Law with Property Law which started
around the time of the Magna Carta (the
year 1215) and you can get an idea of just
how new Elder Law is.
So, what is Elder Law exactly? Loosely
defined, it is the substantive body of law
dealing with issues of concern to today’s
seniors. Such issues may involve probate
matters, estate taxes, Medicare/Medicaid
matters, protection of primary residence and
other assets, Social Security concerns and
other related health and financial issues.
Much of what today is considered Elder
Law evolved as a combined result of the
passage of Medicare and Medicaid Act of
1966, the increase in the number of people
reaching the age of 65, and the increasing
longevity of the 65 and over group itself. In
response to the 1966 Law and this aging
population, government, both federal and
state, starting passing legislation which attempted to deal with the problems and situations this changing demographic in society created. In response to that new legislation, some lawyers started specializing in
this constantly changing and evolving field
of law and a nationwide Bar Association
dedicated to the legal concerns of seniors
was created. The Bar group is known as the
National Academy of Elder Law Attorneys,
or NAELA. Richard Rubino, JD is a member of the National Academy of Elder Law
Attorneys.

The Five Legal Documents
Every Person Should Have
Regardless of the size of one’s estate,
every person should have five key documents in place to insure that all his or her
financial and medical affairs are in order.
The relatively few dollars and small investment of time spent now on setting up a
simple estate plan can save thousands of
dollars and avoid family disputes when decisions need to be made in a crisis situation.
The most important of these documents
is a Will. A Will is a document that directs
how assets in your estate, whether real estate, personal property or money is distributed upon your death. By make a Will (or
Living Trust) you can determine who gets
what according to your wishes. After all,
they are your assets and should be distributed as you see fit. If you die without a Will
(Intestate) the state will make those deterwww.bppa.org

minations for you. A Will ensures that these
choices will be yours.
The second financially based document
your simple estate plan should contain is
called a Durable Power of Attorney. If,
through mental or physical infirmity, you
become what is considered “legally incapable of handling your own affairs,” the
Durable Power of Attorney pre-appoints
someone of your choice to make decisions
for you on your behalf. If no Durable Power
of Attorney is in place and you become legally incapacitated, your family or friends
must go to probate court and set up a Guardianship or Conservatorship on your behalf.
Needless to say, this process is time consuming and expensive. By having a simple
Durable Power of Attorney this potential
crisis can be avoided.
The other three documents in the simple
estate plan are health-related. A Health
Care Proxy appoints someone of your
choice to be your agent to make health care
decisions should you be legally unable to
do so because of a physical or mental impairment. A Living Will, a companion document to the Health Care Proxy, is a direct
statement from you, stating if you should
be in a vegetative, comatose state, on life
support machinery with no chance of recovery that you would not want to be kept
alive by mechanical means in these circumstances. A HIPPA Release (Health Insurance Privacy & Portability Act of 2003) is
a document that insures that medical providers will give medical records to health
care agents when the agent requests them.
Having a Health Care Proxy, Living Will
and HIPPA release insures that any health
care situation that arises is pre-spoken for.

Probate & Estate Taxes
The topics of probate and estate taxes
cause a great deal of confusion. Somehow,
it is generally thought if you avoid one you
avoid the other. This is not true. Probate and
estate taxes cover two different distinct areas:
Probate, which literally means the
“proving” of a will, generally refers to those
assets that you die with in your name alone.
If assets are in your name alone, somehow
they must get legally transferred into the
name or names of those people you want to
have them. Probate, the process of transferring assets by will, is simply one way to
perform this legal transfer. Another method
of asset transfer includes a Contractual Arrangement – including any situation where
there is a named beneficiary such as an IRA,
life insurance policy, annuity with named
beneficiary, joint accounts, POD (pay on
death accounts) and TOD (transfer on death
accounts).
One of the most common ways to avoid
probate and/or reduce estate taxes is with
the use of Trusts. Revocable trusts have
named beneficiaries and therefore avoid
probate. In addition, when used properly

Directors of the
Retired
Patrolmen’s
Division of the
BPPA:
John Murphy
David Mackin
Joe Vannelli
Joe O’Malley
Billy Flippin

and funded properly, they can reduce or
eliminate estate taxes. Avoiding probate and
estate tax is only one way to keep your estate intact, or, to put it a better way, just
don’t lose the money.

Medicare, Medicaid &
Nursing Homes
May seniors and their families are concerned about the alarming cost of nursing
home care. At a rate of $7,500 to $10,000 a
month, a lifetime of savings can be depleted
quickly. Statistics show that one out of two
women and one in four men will need nursing home care during their lifetime, with
an average length of stay of three years.
Some people think that Medicare will
pay for nursing home care, but that isn’t the
case. Medicare will cover the first 20 days
of care under certain circumstances and part
of the first 100 days. After that, you will
have to pay privately, have long-term care insurance in place or have Medicaid pay for you.
Long-term care insurance is a kind of
nursing home insurance which will pay,
according to the plan you purchase, for your

care. While there are not rules as to whether
or not one should own long-term care insurance. If you purchase a two or more year
policy with a minimum $125 a day nursing
home benefit, your house may be protected
from potential state claims made against it.
If you are under age 70 with assets of more
than $200,000 (not including house), it
makes sense to buy it. If you are over age
75 with assets under $200,000, it is questionable. This choice should be reviewed
on a case by case basis.
Medicaid, the government sponsored
payer of last resort, will pay for your nursing home care but you need to have virtually no assets ($2,000 maximum) before this
will happen. If a spouse still lives at home,
that spouse may be able to keep a certain
amount of assets plus the house through
(continued on page A22)

Retired Patrolmen’s Division News Notes
Next RPD Meeting January 7th at 1 pm

T

he BPPA Retired Patrolmen’s Division will hold their next meeting on Thursday, January 7, 2010 at 1:00 pm at 9-11 Shetland Street, Boston. All retired
members of the BPPA are welcome.
�����
The union is reconditioning the “Blue Goose.” The wagon will be available to the
Retired Division for parades, meetings, and other BPPA events.
�����
We are requesting active and retired officers that have the old leather jackets to
donate them to the BPPA Retired Division. Call the Union Office at 617-9892772 and we will pick them up.
�����
The new Retired Division’s ID card, badge and patch will be shown at our next
meeting.
�����
Members of the BPPA Retired Division entitled to passes to the Children’s Museum,
Science Museum and Franklin Park Zoo. Also enrollment in the BPPA dental plan
will be in April 2010. Contact the BPPA for information on obtaining a “Bulls Eye”
and to put your name on the mailing list for the Pax Centurion if you are not already
on the mailing list.

BPPA RETIRED PATROLMEN’S DIVISION MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION
Date: ___________________________
Name: ______________________________________________________
Address: ____________________________________________________
City, State, Zip: ______________________________________________
Home Phone: ____________________ Cell Phone: ________________
Date of Appointment: _________ Date of Retirement: ___________
Email: ______________________________________________________
Annual Dues are $24.00. The year runs from March to March.
Please mail this application and $24.00 annual dues to the:

BPPA Retired Patrolmen’s Division
9-11 Shetland Street, Boston, MA 02119
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1,000 Miles Away at Sea and We’re Still
Dedicated to Being A Good Neighbor.
Royal Caribbean International and Celebrity
Cruises are proud to support
the Boston Police Patrolmen’s Association.
®

®

We owe a large part of our success to the
communities we call home. That’s why we’re
committed to supporting and getting involved in our
local charities. Whether we’re developing education
programs for children, initiating marine conservation
efforts or simply volunteering our time in our
neighborhoods, Royal Caribbean International®
and Celebrity Cruises® enjoy the opportunity to
prove that home is truly where our heart is.

®

SL04/122693 • 11/19/2004
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Killed in the Line of Duty: November 6, 1975

Boston Police Sergeant Richard Francis Halloran
I
By Ray Melo
t was Wednesday, November 5, 1975, and
one couldn’t ask for a more beautiful day.
The sun was beaming brightly and the temperature was pleasant. The citizens of Boston rejoiced and took advantage of the warm
weather. Some people chose to cut their
grass a final time while others kicked back
on a park bench and read a book. Squirrels
in the Boston Common instinctively collected and buried their bounty before Old
Man Winter arrived.
Supper was finished at the Halloran
home in Medford, MA, about 5:30 PM. It
was dark outside as Sergeant Richard
Halloran, A.K.A. Richie, and his wife,
Francesca, A.K.A. Fudgie and their two
sons, Leonard, 8 years old, and Michael,
9 years old, sat at the dinner table. “Fudgie,
that was a delicious dinner!” “Yeah, Mom,
that was great!” sighed the boys.
The Halloran family spent some family
time together in front of the television before Mr. Halloran headed off to work. “What
do you want to watch now, Dad?” said
Michael. “We have M*A*S*H, Kojak, The
Waltons, Chico and the Man, or my favorite, the Six Million Dollar Man.” Mr.
Halloran said, “It all sounds good, son, but
I’m heading into work early for my midnight shift. Love ya boys, and I love you
Fudgie.” “And I love you, Richie,” smiled
Mrs. Halloran. Sergeant Halloran kissed his
wife of 10 years goodbye, and he closed
the front door never to return.
The clock turned to Thursday, November 6, 1975, and the patrolmen were well
into their last half tour of duty. Sergeant
Halloran was the Patrol Supervisor, in the
7-71 car. At about 2:30 AM, the 700 wagon
passed Sergeant Halloran and both parties
waived to each other. The good sergeant
responded to a call with the 700 wagon earlier in the evening at the Joey Dee Lounge.
He was out and about making his rounds.
On this unforgettable night, a low life
by the name of Robert LeBlanc, was hanging around the local area. LeBlanc was a
22 year old insecure illusionist still living
with his mommy and daddy. It was only
recent that he was forced to give up his G.I.

www.bppa.org

Joe doll. He dreamed of being a Boston
Police Officer like his father, but he never
made it. Instead, he pretended to be a Boston Police undercover narcotics officer to
those he knew briefly. He dazzled the unsuspecting bar maids with his stories of
stakes outs, gun battles, foot chases, and
drug busts. He knew the police jargon, and
on a few occasions he
carried a firearm into
the bars which gave
credence to his claims.
He sipped his beer
with confidence declaring, “Well, I gotta
go ladies. There’s a
large shipment of cocaine coming in from
Miami at Logan. I’m
taking the man down
tonight.” The wannabe
left the bar without
leaving a tip. Hours
later his path would
cross Sergeant Halloran’s path with devastating consequences that will last a lifetime.
Sergeant Halloran was seen parked in
front of Ming Chow’s Restaurant on
Saratoga Street around 2:40 AM. The sergeant took a long drag off his cigarette and
exhaled the smoke out of his car window.
He sipped his coffee as he sang his favorite
song in his head, “So bye-bye, Miss American Pie, drove my Chevy to the levee, but
the levee was dry...” Chatter on the police
radio broke the silence. Break time was over
so he put his cruiser in gear and drove off.
LeBlanc parked his Mazda at the corner
of Bremen Street and Neptune Road and
exited his car with its lights on. LeBlanc
was up to no good and fate had Sergeant
Halloran stopped at Bennington and
Bremen Street. Sergeant Halloran observed
the parked car with its lights on off in the
distance. It looked suspicious to him, so he
turned onto Bremen Street and he pulled
his cruiser over at an angle in front of a two
story building under construction close to
Neptune Road. Sergeant Halloran stepped
out of his car and pulled out his departmentissued revolver. Immediately two shots rang
out in succession in the
desolate area. The echo
raced though the
neighborhoods causing some people living
in the immediate area
to race to their windows. One bullet slammed into the cruiser’s
lower front windshield
and bounced off. The
other bullet struck Sergeant Halloran in his
chest. The bullet did a
fatal dance in his lungs
and immediately he
fell to the ground. His
unfired revolver fell
from his hand and it

landed inches from his body.
“Smokin’ Joe Frazier should’ve won that
fight last month and I don’t care what you
say!” exclaimed, Patrolman Lawrence
Stanford. “Are you crazy or what?” Frazier
was dazed by Ali’s combinations in the first
few rounds. “Smokin’ Joe staggered back
several times, and he was hurting!” laughed
Patrolman Joseph Paterna. “Okay, you gotta
admit, Frazier came
back and pounded on
Ali, but he couldn’t
close the deal. Ali won!
The Thrilla in Manila
was a great fight. Lets
head back to the station,
I have to take a piss!”,
exclaimed Patrolman
Stanford.
The 7-45 sector car
carrying Patrolmen
Stanford and Paterna
was patrolling in the
Day Square area of East Boston on a last
half. They headed down Bennington Street
at about 3:40 AM. They stopped at the intersection of Bennington and Bremen
Street. To their right they observed an unoccupied police cruiser parked at an angle
on Bremen Street. The driver’s side door
was open and the car was running. There
was an eerie silence as the cruiser’s dome
and head lights cut through the warm night.
Patrolman Stanford said, “Who’s that over
there?” “I don’t know, let’s check it out,” said,
Patrolman Paterna. Stanford turned down
Bremen Street and brought his cruiser to a slow
roll and stopped beside the cruiser. The officers observed the Patrol Supervisor decal on
the side of the car. “Hey, it’s Sergeant Halloran’s
car!” said, Paterna.
“Hmm…where is he?” said Stanford.
Both officers got out of their car while Patrolman Stanford walked around towards
the driver’s side door of the P.S. car Patrolman Stanford’s jaw dropped and his eyes
bugged out. For a moment fear raced
through his body. “Oh my God! It’s Sergeant Halloran!” Sergeant Halloran was unconscious lying on his back. His head was
on the sidewalk and his feet in the street.
The Sergeant’s cold firearm was lying beside his left hand.
The patrolmen observed blood on the
sergeant’s shirt and it appeared to be an entry wound to his chest. Officer Stanford
yelled, “Sarge, Sarge! Say something,
Sarge!” Sergeant Halloran was unresponsive. The Patrolmen nervously scanned the
desolate area as Stanford jumped to his feet
and ran to his cruiser, “Car 7-45! Officer
down! Officer down! Sergeant Halloran is
shot! We need help! Send an ambulance!”
The police radio erupted with East Boston units yelling, “Show me en route!” as
their sirens screamed in the background.
Detectives raced out of the station house
like bomber pilots running to their B-52’s
during a SAC Base alert. Units from across
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Boston Police Sergeant
Richard Francis Halloran
the city that shared the channel didn’t dare
get on the radio so not to interrupt. They
listened to the radio intensely as the drama
unfolded. The relatively quiet evening was
tainted by the police sirens as they grew
louder as they got closer to the crime scene.
Their blue lights ricocheted off the surrounding building like a thousand flashlights gone amuck.
Minutes later, Officer Paterna, was approached by Anthony Messina who stated,
“Officer, I drove by 15 minutes ago and saw
the police cruiser in the street with its lights
on. I didn’t see the cop. There was another
car parked in front of the cruiser with its
headlights on about 15-20 feet away. It was
small car, kinda like a Volkswagen. It was a
hatch back with a reddish orange color.
There was a guy, medium-build, about 5’7”,
with dark hair over his ears, mid twenties
wearing a gray sport coat, and I think brown
pants. He was standing behind the small car
facing the trunk and it looked like he just
shut it.”
“I was going to pick up my girlfriend
and take her to work at Logan Airport. I
was gone no more than 15 minutes. My girl
lives and works close to Logan. I was heading back home when I saw the police car
still there with its door open. The car I saw
there before was gone. I was curious so I
turned down Bremen Street from Neptune
Road, and as I passed the police car I saw a
body on the ground about 10 feet away from
the car. I got scared so I didn’t stop and I
headed to the police station to get help. Then
I saw your police blue lights in my rearview mirror so I turned back to tell you what
I saw.”
Patrolman Paterna immediately radioed
the description of the suspect and his vehicle to operations. The investigators now
had a little something to go by.
Patrolmen Pope and Daniels in the 700
combination wagon arrived on scene to a
screeching halt. Sergeant McNamara arrived and the four officers put Sergeant
Halloran on the stretcher and the wagon
raced to Mass. General Hospital. The Sergeant ordered the arriving officers to set up
(continued on page A19)
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We Salute Our Friends of the
Boston Police Patrolmen’s
Association, Inc. and
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Killed in the Line of Duty: Boston Police Sergeant Richard Francis Halloran
(continued from page A17)
a perimeter and secure the scene. Patrolman Platt and DeLuca in the 7-43 project
car was ordered to go to the Medford Police Station to have them help in locating
the Halloran home.
The unconscious sergeant was whipped
into the Emergency Room. Drs. Samuel
Selinger and Sharon
Munenchow, and a
team of nurses started
working on Sergeant
Halloran. IV’s were
hooked up and life support machines put in
place. Sergeant Halloran’s vitals were constantly yelled out. “I
have no heart beat!”
“Blood pressure is falling!” CPR was immediately performed. The
team worked in vain and
did their best to save
Sergeant Halloran. The gunshot wound to
his chest caused irreversible damage and
Sergeant Halloran was pronounced dead at
4:20 AM. Boston Police Sergeant Richard
F. Halloran was killed in the line of duty
while serving and protecting the citizens
of Boston.
Patrolman Platt and DeLuca arrived at
the Medford Police Station and they asked
Sergeant Tumalilo to take them to Sergeant
Halloran’s house. Mrs. Halloran recalled,

“I woke up around 3:30 AM for some unknown reason. Maybe it was a premonition,
but I went back to bed and I couldn’t get
back to sleep. I just laid there and about 40
minutes later I heard a frantic knock at my
front door. It really scared me. I didn’t know
who would be knocking on my door so late.
I was so afraid I didn’t
go to the window or
the door.”
“All of a sudden a
spotlight was shining
back and forth in front
of my house. Then the
front door was hit so
hard with a billy club
or something. I
thought the door was
going to be broken
down. I ran downstairs
and opened the door
and three policemen
were standing there.
‘Mrs. Halloran? Your husband’s been involved in an accident. We’re taking you to
Mass. General Hospital. You have to get
ready! We’re taking you now!’ I ran upstairs
and started to cry. I stopped crying because
I thought, ‘He’s okay. Keep your composure!’ Then I heard my telephone ring downstairs and to my surprise, one of the officers answered it. He screamed up stairs to
me, ‘Hurry, Mrs. Halloran! Hurry! I said to
myself, ‘Oh my God! Something bad has
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T

tion of Bremen Street and Neptune Road. I
heard tires screeching and saw a small
brownish orange Volkswagen-type hatchback speeding from Bremen Street heading towards Curtis Street. From the way the
person was driving I thought there was going to crash up the street.”
Detectives immediately went over and
interviewed Mr. Oliva and went straight to
Bremen and Curtis Street. They quickly
discovered about 50 feet of fresh skid marks
that ran from Bremen Street across Curtis
Street. The skid marks led to an impact site
on the high curbing of the street. Detectives
photographed and collected broken pieces
of a vehicle’s amber colored reflector lens
and a square piece of aluminum tire rim.
Operations broadcasted the description
of the suspect and his vehicle throughout
the morning and at about 1:08 P.M. Patrolmen Robert Malone and Ronald Olson
observed a dark orange 1974 Mazda with a
Massachusetts Registration of 246-811
parked in front of 51 Prescott Street, East

Thank you

hank you, Detective Juan Torres, of the Homicide unit for assisting me with
getting crucial information about this horrible November day. Your help is always
appreciated greatly. Thank you Officer Robert Anthony of District 7 for sharing your
information about Sergeant Halloran and getting me in touch with Mrs. Francesca
Halloran. You and your team did a wonder job on the memorial dedicated to Sergeant
Halloran on November 6, 2009 at 464 Bremen Street in East Boston.
Thank you Mrs. Francesca Halloran for sharing your saddest day of your life
with me. Our conversation really gave me a good perspective of your noble husband.
I found you to be articulate, easy to talk with, and I heard a vibrant soul within you.
Mrs. Halloran recalled her husband, Richie, as a “very focused man. He was a hard
worker who worked details, went to court, and studied full time at Northeastern University. His grades were high and he was a very smart man. That’s why he made
sergeant so early in his career with Boston. He transferred over to the Boston Police
Department from the Medford Police, because he wanted to do more hands on police
work. He loved being a police officer. That was his hobby.”
“My husband was a very good provider, and he loved his family tremendously.
There was nothing that he wouldn’t do for a friend. He always went above and beyond
for his family and friends. He was a quiet man, but get him in a conversation he could
talk about anything.”
“When he was killed I was in shock for about two weeks. It was very difficult for
the boys. They were so upset and they kept to themselves. After all the media, the
wake, the funeral, and all the attention I was getting, one morning I got up and it was
just as if someone slapped in the face. Reality sunk in and I realized my husband was
gone, and he was never coming back. The pain was even worst. Your world is turned
upside down and you never expect it.”
“The police department and the patrolmen were wonderful. They did everything
they could. The 100 Club was at my door the same day my husband was killed with a
check. To this day, the 100 Club has contacted me every month since my husband
died. They call me, send me flowers, tickets, and they recently paid for my Thanksgiving dinner for my family. They just don’t stop! What a wonderful organization. The
support I received helped me greatly. After all these years I am so happy my husband
has not been forgotten. Thank you all.”
The next time you are in East Boston, please visit the Sergeant Richard Halloran
Memorial in Day Square. Remember his sacrifice and also remember his family. If
you would like to comment on this story, please go to www.silvershield.org
www.bppa.org

happened to Richie!’”
“We jumped into the police car and we
raced to Mass. General Hospital. I didn’t
ask them anything. I was afraid to ask a
question because I was terrified of what the
answer might be. I just sat there thinking,
‘This can’t be happening!’ We arrived at the
hospital and I was ushered into a room next
to the Emergency Room. I was met by the
Police Department Chaplain Richard
Lane, and a police officer. The priest told
me that my husband was shot and he died. I
stated crying and yelling, ‘NO! NO!’ I asked
the priest three times, ‘What did you say?’
I just had to hear it, because I couldn’t believe it. I yelled, ‘I have to see him! I have
to!’ The priest sadly said, ‘You don’t want
to see him like this.’ ‘I want to see my husband!’ The priest sighed, ‘Okay. We need
to get him cleaned up a little.’”
“I was led to an empty room by a police
officer. He waited outside and I walked into
the room. My husband was laying there on
a stretcher with a sheet up to his neck. I

Over 500 Boston Police officers were part of the procession
at Sergeant Halloran’s funeral.
walked up to him and I never ever saw so
much peace on my husbands face. I bent
over to kiss him and I got such a shock because he was so cold. I stood there staring
at him and then I left.”
The death of Sergeant Richard Halloran was broadcasted over the police radio.
Silence filled the air waves as the dreadful
news sunk into the hearts and minds of those
who heard the news. Everyone wanted to
catch this son of bitch!
Back at the crime scene detectives
probed the area for clues and evidence. The
Department Ballistician, William Murphy,
found a spent .25 caliber shell casing on
the sidewalk about 25 feet away in front of
the sergeant’s cruiser. Detectives also found,
lying in the street close to Sergeant
Halloran’s cruiser, a flattened, spent bullet.
The bullet struck the lower corner of his
car’s windshield and bounced off onto the
ground.
Early that morning, Mr. Bartolmeo
Oliva, of Saratoga Street, called police and
stated, “At about 3:35 AM, I heard what
sounded like two or three shots and ran to
my window that overlooked the intersec-

Boston. The vehicle had damage to its left
front directional signal lens, a dented front
wheel rim, a dented front bumper, and a
damaged left rear fender.
The officers immediately notified operations and Sergeant Detective Anthony
DiNatale and others responded with the
items found at the crash site at Bremen and
Curtis Street. The crash items matched up
to the damage on the car. As the officers
continued to look at the Mazda, Mrs. Peter LeBlanc of 286 Princeton Street, East
Boston, approached them and asked if their
was a problem? She told them that the car
belonged to her son, Robert LeBlanc, who
lived with them.
At 1:20 PM, Detective Daniel
Donahue, Patrolman Robert Fawcett,
Charles Gleason, and Arthur Pugsley
went to the LeBlanc home and again spoke
with Mrs. LeBlanc. Officers went up stairs
to a 3rd floor bedroom and approached Robert LeBlanc. He identified himself and confirmed he was the leasee of the 1974 Mazda
parked on Prescott Street. LeBlanc was
mirandized and placed under arrest for the
(continued on page A22)
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They Served With
Dignity and Honor
We Shall Not Forget Them

Police Sergeant
Peter Marculatis

Police Officer
Joseph L. Brooks

Police Sergeant
John K. Noble

October 7, 2009

October 8, 2009

October 16, 2009

Police Detective
Vincent P. Logan

Police Officer
John L. Ridlon

Police Lieutenant
John K. Brennan

October 25, 2009

Active – November 29, 2009

November 20, 2009

Police Officer
Louis L. Baga

Police Detective
John J. Santangelo

Police Detective
James E. Troy

November 24, 2009

November 26, 2009

November 28, 2009

We apologize for any errors or omissions.
www.bppa.org
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Letter to the Boston Globe

Re: “Police aren’t off the hook yet”

Dear Editor,
Obviously, a police officer has zero
chance of getting a fair – or even neutral –
shake on the pages of the Globe. In your
editorial of 11/13 (“Police aren’t off the
hook yet”), you assert that because the
Woodman family remains “suspicious and
inconsolable,” that, in and of itself, is reason enough to continue to denigrate the
reputations of the officers who were unlucky
enough to encounter David Woodman after the Celtics victory on June 18th, 2008.
Following three separate investigations, including one conducted by former US Attorney Donald Stern, (not known for his
love of Boston police officers) the officers
were cleared of any wrongdoing which contributed to Woodman’s death. As you know,
David Woodman died in Beth Israel Hospital 11 days after the encounter of a preexisting cardiac arrhythmia. Perhaps
Woodman family Attorney Howard Friedman should seek his much-desired pecuni-

ary recompense from the medical avenue
instead of continuing his well-known penchant for jihad against the police.
Regardless, the Globe’s editorials continue to infer by innuendo that the nefarious police must have had something evil to
do in connection with Woodman’s demise.
According to the editorial, the Woodman
family’s “suspicions are credible.” Only
amongst the police profession is a family’s
feelings and suspicions considered sufficient cause to continue to malign the
officer’s reputations. You hold us to one
standard for prosecuting others, and then
have no regard whatsoever for our civil
rights.
If you or your readers ever wonder why
so many officers quickly become frustrated
and burnt out after just a few years on the
job, wonder no more.
– James W. Carnell
Boston Police Patrolmen’s Association
Area A-1 representative

The five legal documents every person
should have in an estate plan
(continued from page A15)
certain strategies we currently use.
Many people transfer assets out of their
name to avoid being stripped of them later
if nursing home care should be needed. If
assets, including a house, are transferred out
of your name for certain “look back” periods, typically five years, they may be considered to be out of your estate for Medicaid purposes. Of course, relinquishing assets gives up control of them, although there
are some methods, such as a life estate for
houses that provide some protection for the
relinquished asset. If you or your family are
facing a nursing home situation, it is generally helpful to consult with an elder law attorney to help preserve assets.

Estate Planning for
those Under Age 55
Without a will, property passes by the
laws of Intestacy. The State determines who
will be the beneficiaries and in what proportions your property and assets will be
distributed. The State also determines who
will be your Executor (the person carrying
out mandated distribution of your property)
and if there are minor children (an no surviving spouse), who will be the guardian
for those minor children.
A Will can achieve the following: 1)
Controlling distributions of your assets; 2)
Naming your own Executor; 3) Naming a

Guardian for minor children rather than the
State naming them; and 4) Setting up Trusts
for minor children.
For larger estates, a Will, in conjunction
with a Living or Testamentary Trust, ensures
that each spouse’s Unified Tax Credit is utilized and the maximum amount allowable
is passed on tax-free. A living trust is also
useful for avoiding Probate. Having a basic estate plan consisting of a Will, Durable Power of Attorney, Health Care
Proxy and Living Will in place, will insure the same peace of mind, control and
asset preservation that those over age 55
attain when facing the uncertainties of life.
The proper documents for an individual
or couple are necessary to protect assets.
As you grow older the need for asset protection becomes greater.
For specific recommendations, please
contact us at 1-877-630-8787.
And the most important thing, remember those Two Rules:
Rule #1 – Just don’t lose the money and
Rule #2 – Don’t forget Rule #1!
Call 1-877-630-8787 for your FREE
one hour consultation or to receive our complimentary newsletter, www.justdontlosethe
money.com
(Courtesy of Rubino & Liang, LLC, 189
Wells Avenue, Newton, MA 02459 and Protecting Your Wealth Radio)

Attention:
To all members of the Boston Police
Relief Association – Active Duty or Retired
If you need to change your beneficiary or you are not sure of
who your beneficiary is you can contact the relief office at 617364-9565. If you leave a message your call will be returned and
if necessary the paperwork will be sent out to you.

Killed in the Line of Duty:
Boston Police Sergeant Richard Francis Halloran
(continued from page A19)
murder of Sergeant Richard Halloran. Lieutenant McCallum of the Homicide Unit ordered the car towed and a warrant was sought.
By 8:00 PM, detectives obtained at
search warrant for the LeBlanc residence.
Detectives Donahue, Miller, Madden,
Haskell, Dooley, and Patrolman Gleason,
along with Sergeants DiNatale, Whalen,
and O’Meara entered the house and they
split up into teams. One team searched upstairs, one team worked the middle floor,
and the last team searched the basement.
Shortly after Detectives Donahue, Miller,
Patrolman Gleason, and Sergeant DiNatale
hit the jackpot in the basement. The officers
found hidden behind a wooden partition a .25
caliber Colt semi-automatic handgun containing a one clip with three live rounds of ammunition.
500 Boston police officers, along with
command staff stood in formation at Tufts
Field in Medford to do a walk-by at the wake
of Sergeant Halloran. Police officers from
across the state and country also waited patiently to pay their respects. The next day
thousands of police officers lined the blockedoff streets around St. Joseph’s Church in
Medford.
The limo driver sporadically looked into
his rearview mirror and checked on the
Halloran family as they sat quietly in the rear
seat. Mrs. Halloran was accompanied by her
husband’s family. As the limo slowly pulled
up in front of the church behind the hearse
carrying her husband and soulmate, bittersweet memories entered her mind because
St. Joseph’s Church was where they were
married.
As Mrs. Halloran stepped out of the limo
she marveled at the magnitude of police officers lining the Medford Streets. The officers saluted her and her family. She thought
to herself that such attention bestowed upon
them was reserved only for Presidents and
royalty. The endless procession made its slow
journey to Oak Grove Cemetery. The American Flag was neatly folded with care and presented to Mrs. Halloran. The 21-gun salute
echoed throughout the surrounding area in

Medford. The bugler played “Taps” for a
final farewell.
Subsequently, Mr. Oliva and Mr.
Messina viewed the vehicle and were certain that was the vehicle they observed that
night. Mr. Catizone, a representative of
Mooney Motors, leased the Mazda to
LeBlanc. He confirmed that LeBlanc renewed his car lease a day before the murder and an inspection of the car showed
no new damage prior to November 6,
1975. Detective James Bradbury, the
Department Chemist, confirmed that the
pieces of evidence found at the crash site
belonged to the Mazda. After analysis, the
bullet that was removed from Sergeant
Halloran was fired from the recovered firearm at the LeBlanc home.
Months later, a jury found Robert
LeBlanc guilty of murdering Sergeant
Richard Halloran. He was sentenced
to Walpole without the chance of parole.
As of this date, LeBlanc continues to
serve his life sentence at the Old Colony
Correctional Center in Bridgewater,
MA.
Sergeant Richard F. Halloran was
born in Boston, MA on December 7, 1942.
He enlisted in the United States Army in
1960 and was Honorably Discharged in
1962. He was an infantryman serving with
the 4th Armored Division in Europe. He
held the rank of Private. In 1968, he was
appointed Patrolman with the Medford
Police Department. He served two years
with them before transferring over to the
Boston Police Department. He was appointed to the Boston Police Department
on December 30, 1970. On July 1, 1975,
Patrolman Halloran was promoted to the
rank of Sergeant. His badge number was
3532. He worked in District 2 and 7.
He is survived by his wife, Francesca,
Leonard, 8 years of age and Michael, 9
years of age. Sergeant Halloran was buried in his uniform and is buried at the Oak
Grove Cemetery in Medford, MA.
Sergeant Richard Halloran you may
be gone, but you are not forgotten.

Merry Christmas
from a Friend

Thank you,
William F. Carroll, Clerk,
Boston Police Relief Association
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PAXCENTURION Section B
My Least Favorite Things*
*to the tune of “My Favorite Things”

By Wolfgang Amajayus Moshezart
Cars skidding sideways and big slushy puddles
My nose is so stuffy it keeps blowing bubbles
The jackhammers so loud it makes my ears ring
I wish I had done some more Details last spring
First it was snowing and now it is raining
Cops are unhappy unless they’re complaining
Horns beeping loudly as they pass close by
I won’t be warmed up until it’s July
(Chorus)
When the Globe whines, when OT ’s gone
And I’m feeling sad,
I simply remember that I have some bills,
But that won’t make me less mad!
Budget cuts looming and layoffs are likely
The press thinks we’re liars and beats us up nightly
Kids disrespectful and court is a joke
Light up a doobie, but don’t you dare smoke
(Chorus)
When the Globe whines, when OT ’s gone
And I’m feeling sad
I simply remember that I have some bills
But that won’t make me less mad!

HEARD ON THE HILL
By James Barry, BPPA Legislative Agent

Tito Jackson against Boston Police Details

B

oston City Council Candidate Tito Jackson stated in his questionnaire that he was against
Boston Police detail officers on city roadways construction sites. Tito by most accounts of
politicos is a good guy. Anyone who has met him has good things to say about him. But there is a
reason for the BPPA questionnaire and that is to get by the “good guy” stuff and know how
candidates for office stand on issues that most affect our families. Key question, on a key issue –
POLICE DETAILS.
I had the opportunity to speak with Tito at Steve Murphy’s election celebration and told him
that the reason the BPPA couldn’t be with him was his answer to the detail question. I told him we’d
like to discuss it. Tito got visibly upset with me and left the event abruptly. Tito ran a good race for
the first time and had the full support of his boss’ organization Deval Patrick.Yet Tito still came in
out of the paint, as they say. He is back working for his boss, Governor Deval Patrick. We know
how the Governor feels about details. Tito is as wrong on the issue, as his boss is.

Senator Michael Morrissey
Carries A&B Attempting to Disarm

S

enator Michael Morrissey (D) Quincy, filed an amendment during the CORI reform debate
for a charge to be added to the books: assault and battery while attempting to disarm a police
officer. The Senator drew many others in the chamber to his side as they all saw the merit of this
new law. The clerk of the Senate ruled the amendment out of order as the CORI legislation was
administrative in nature and therefore could not be considered during this debate.
Unfazed Senator Morrissey vowed to file it again as a late file and look for any other legislation
that he could attach the language as an amendment. The charge of resisting arrest was not on the
books until the BPPA filed and pushed for and got passed the charge. We look for any and all tools
that can keep our members safer.

Corrected Disability Pensions

H

ouse and Senate leadership passed corrective language for disability pensions. Punitive language dealing with disability pensions was removed and the integrity of disability pensions
has been restored.

Legislature Rejects Governor Patrick’s
further cuts to Quinn Funding,
Reform Commission and Traffic Cameras

G

overnor Deval Patrick proposed a further cuts to the Quinn Bill funding of $5 million. He
spent most of a press conference outlining his plan to cut further into the Municipal Police
Educational Incentive or Quinn Bill in half to $5 million and set-up a commission to look at doing
away with the local required funding for the same. The press conference was called by the Governor to deal with a $600 million shortfall, but he spent almost all of it on a $5 million cut to the
Quinn Bill Funding. This cut and a “reform commission” were rightfully rejected by the Legislature. We all know there is a funding problem on the state side for Quinn and hundreds of other
programs. Deval Patrick’s answer is to tear up labor agreements.
A political stunt by the Governor. There are no new Quinn applicants, as the legislature has
capped who can join the Quinn educational incentive program. The Mass. Board of Higher Education completed a study of the Educational Incentive four years ago and adopted serious reforms to
Quinn. Better times are ahead, yet we have this now. We shall see full funding restored, upcoming
better times.
Red Light traffic cameras were also rejected. Everything the BPPA has been saying over the last
12 years of this debate has held true. Studies show the insurance claims sky rocket as car now slam
on brakes when approaching these red light devices. It had more to do with revenue raising, rather
than a public safety proposal. Legislators also rejected this proposal as they would be dealing more
with outraged constituents for the accidents caused by this flawed revenue enhancement.
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Turning rebellion into money
By Jay Moccia
ots to get to, in my Holiday Extravaganza… but first, the lead-in joke from my last
column was: I hoped someone referred to Ted Kennedy as the “Lyin’ Liberal”…
sometimes you have to edit the editor.
I have an idea to make Boston a World-Class City: put all our homeless in Tuxedos!
How good would it look to have a guy in a tux opening the door at your local bank or
convenience store?
I got stuck in some traffic the Monday after Thanksgiving, while running some
errands in Norwood. Could it be an accident or flagman? After sitting for several minutes, I finally started to move along, expecting a sex offender with a stop sign or an
ambulance and tow truck. Imagine my surprise when I saw a small flock of wild turkeys in the road that some idiot had stopped for. Last week you were stuffing one of his
cousins down your gaping maw, and this week you’re causing a tie-up to let them cross
the street. You should have just sped up and got a head-start on Christmas dinner, donkey!
Is anybody else sick of Mike Capuano invoking George Bush and Dick Cheney in
his desperate attempt to win the open Senate seat? He’s like a lame comedian using the
name of the city he’s in to get some cheap applause. Bush and Cheney are gone, and so
is your campaign.
We work in a place where the Restroom signs should read: “Employees MUST

L

wash hands BEFORE using the Restroom.”
Obama is still looking to close Gitmo in order to appease his loony liberal leftist
lackeys (stunning alliteration) Do you think it’s a good idea to introduce fanatical Islamic Terrorists into a Federal Penal System full of people who hate the Government
AND look like the rest of us?
A peanut butter and jelly sandwich always tastes better when washed down with a
glass of ice cold milk. And, with the exception of the aforementioned PBJ, adding bacon
to any sandwich ALWAYS improves the flavor.
Why is it if someone credits an opportunity as “luck” or “coincidence” people are
quick to nod in agreement, but if you credit “God” they look at you funny.?
By the time this prints, the November election will be long over. One thing that
bothers me is when a politician or pollster asks me who I voted for. How dare you! Ask
me to vote, or for my vote, but don’t ask me who got my vote. In my mind, this ranks just
behind Confession and in front of Lawyer-Client privilege!
Have you ever noticed; when you rake a pile of leaves, the wind always picks up
when you try to put them in a bag?
Disgraced ex-New York Governor Elliot Spitzer will visit Harvard to lecture on
Ethics. Upcoming speakers in this series should include Bernie Madoff on Honesty,
and Tiger Woods on Fidelity.
(continued on page B17)

Passing the holiday torch
By Mark A. Bruno
nce again the holiday season is here. It
comes quickly and can bring out the
best and worst in people. I find that the most
important thing parents can do is spend as
much quality time with their children as
possible. Time may seem like it is passing
slow but for some of us it goes by in a flash.
This past year I made it a point to take my
children to as many concerts, plays and
sporting events as possible. My oldest son,

O

Mark, is an avid Beatles fan. I bought tickets to see Paul McCartney at Fenway Park.
It was by far one of the best shows I had
ever seen. I remember seeing him back in
1974 at the Boston Garden. Thirty-five years
later and he still can put on a show. My son
knew he was seeing something special and
I was happy I got to share the moment with
him. We also went to several sporting
events. It was time well spent between a
father and his son.

I brought the whole family along with
two of my sisters to see “Jersey Boys.”
We went out to dinner before the show at
Maggiano’s. After the show we went
down to the North End to enjoy the Feast
of Madonna Della Cava. The point of telling you all this is to make you realize how
short life can be, and to enjoy it to the
fullest. Watching our children grow and
helping to broaden their horizons will help
them for when they become parents. We

The cop-hating elitest Governor
By Kevin Doogan
s the sands of time run slowly out of
Governor Deval Patrick’s career
hourglass as Governor of this Commonwealth, it shouldn’t be lost on anyone of us
the huge mistake voters made when electing this poser. He and his cronies at the State
House have posed as Democratic pro-labor
candidates but in reality they have collectively attacked all avenues of labor. This
Governor has purposely cut every facet of
the Criminal Justice System except for raising
the court appointed defense attorney pay.
Six Republican Governors, along with
Mike Dukakis twice, have come and gone,
beginning with John Volpe and the Quinn
Bill was untouchable, an educational initiative promoting an educated patrol force.

A

This disgrace in the corner office, a child
of privilege, an elitist whom has personally
sucked dry every possible government sponsored affirmative action program affording
him free education at high end private
schools and job preference placement to
such a degree, that he has amassed a great
fortune including his sprawling mansion in
the Berkshires.
Deval doesn’t stop with the Quinn Bill
after slashing 80 % of the state funding towards it, he now proposes legislation to give
cities and towns a loophole to abandon their
half of the Quinn Bill, a part of a negotiated
collective bargaining agreement.
But Deval still isn’t finished with law enforcement yet, he boldface lies to the public and forces flagmen at construction sites,

Mass. Police Officer saves woman
from alleged kidnapping

A

police officer working a detail recently
helped rescue a woman allegedly being held against her will.
Sgt. Roy Frost was at a construction site
on Concord Road in Billerica shortly after
11 pm. on Thursday, November 12, 2009,
when a pickup truck drove past him with
the passenger-side door open.
It appeared there was a dispute going on
inside the vehicle, according to Police Chief
Dan Rosa. Frost pursued the vehicle, and

www.bppa.org

after securing backup, arrested the driver,
Clifford Haywood, 39, of 15 Moose Trail
in Groton. Haywood is charged with domestic assault and battery and kidnapping.
Rosa did not identify the woman.” Apparently, the woman must have seen Sgt.
Frost’s cruiser, and she tried to make herself seen by opening her door,” said Rosa.
– Chris Camire, The Lowell Sun,
November 12, 2009

a supposed saving to the taxpayer. In reality, the average flagman is paid over 50
dollars an hour, much more than a police
officer and the flagger doesn’t have any
police powers or authority.
Deval has taken hundreds of police off
the streets and made them a less safe place
to walk or drive. Not only are the public
and construction industry paying more for
these flagmen, but Massachusetts unemployed residents aren’t even getting these
Massachusetts jobs. Some of the flagmen
companies are coming from out of state,
like New Hampshire.
Isn’t it nice of the Massachusetts Governor to cut the New Hampshire unemployment with Massachusetts jobs?
Let’s not even mention Deval’s attack
on the pension system, health care system, cutting aid to the handicapped and
his education cuts. The Governor is cutting funding and closing group homes for
the mentally challenged and turning them
out into the street to fend for themselves.
The experiment is over, we cannot
have a Democratic Governor with a majority Democratic House and Senate. It
clearly just doesn’t work! The rich get
richer, like the Governor and the taxpayers and the public service suffer. I can’t
wait until November 2010, I don’t care if
it’s a empty chair, Vote Deval OUT!
And, oh yeah, MERRY CHRISTMAS!!

all would like to remember our own parents
fondly for their efforts in raising us. In good
times and bad I can always remember my parents making the best with what they had.
Going to the Paramount Theater on Washington Street during the holidays was always
a treat. Prior to the movie we would visit the
Enchanted Village located at Jordan Marsh.
For a kid this was truly a treat to see Santa
and his helpers and all the old time scenes of
Christmas past. It really is a magical time of
year if you are a kid. You may be a kid at
heart and still the magic remains. The Enchanted Village was purchased by Jordan’s
Furniture and is now on display at their store
in Avon. They did a wonderful job restoring
some of the figures. From the bakery scene
which emits fresh smells of pastry, to the fresh
snow that blew around every time they played
Bing Crosby’s White Christmas, this was special. They even sold the famous Jordan Marsh
blueberry muffins. My youngest son, Robert,
was taking it all in. My wife and I explained
to him what a big event this was for us when
we were kids. From the Enchanted Village
we took a ride on the Polar Express. This ride
was fun, but for those who have not watched
this movie with their children it is a holiday must.
From Avon we made our way into Boston
to watch the tree lighting at Faneuil Hall. It
has become a yearly event for us. The marketplace was packed and a band belted out
Christmas carols. My favorite are the bell ringers. They remind me of the bell ringers in old
time London from the movie “Scrooge.” We
shopped a little bit and went to dinner afterwards. It was a wonderful day and time well
spent.
Too often we find ourselves working and
unwilling to take a little time off to spend with
our children. Take a couple of days off and
spend some quality time with your families.
Enjoy the holidays and treat yourself well.
Keep the spirit of the holidays alive by passing the torch along to your children. Enjoy
your holiday dinner with family and friends.
Be charitable and kind, but most of all have a
Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year.
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Turner Construction
is proud to support
The Boston Police
Patrolmen’s Association

Building the Future
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Legal Notes:

Thomas Drechsler, Esq.
Byrne & Drechsler, L.L.P., Counsel to Members of the Boston Police Patrolmen’s Association

I

Legal “Holiday” Thoughts

t was terribly distressing to read the Globe editorial
of November 13, 2009, part of the Globe’s endless
attempts, in my view, to be a virtual public relations firm
on behalf of Attorney Howard Friedman’s last ditch
efforts to place blame on Boston Police Officers for the
unfortunate death of David Woodman after the 2008
Celtics Championship game. As you all may recall, Suffolk County District Attorney Dan Conley referred all
of the medical evidence to highly qualified independent
physicians who concluded that Mr. Woodman died from
a pre-existing heart condition and not the actions of the police. Indeed, according to the medical experts, he died of a
second arrhythmiatic heart episode eleven days after he suffered a first such episode on the night of his arrest. This
despite the fact that he was in a renowned hospital at the
time of the second arrhythmia with access to all of the best
medical attention and care. The doctors and experts consulted by the District Attorney apparently all agreed that
the second arrhythmia caused Mr. Woodman’s death. Attorney Friedman has yet to produce any medical evidence to contradict that conclusion. That alone should
make it obvious to anyone that the police had simply
nothing to do with Mr. Woodman’s unfortunate death.
Unfortunately, it appears that the facts and evidence
do not fit with the version of events favored by the Globe
and Attorney Howard Friedman. The theme that they
seem to want to espouse is that the police are responsible and that excessive force caused Mr. Woodman’s
death even when it is clear that it did not. What’s the old
saying? Never let the truth get in the way of a good story.
Despite the uncontroverted medical evidence, the Globe

writes of unsupported “suspicions” that the police caused
the death of Mr. Woodman through use of force describing those unfounded “suspicions” as “credible.” Never
mind that there is no evidence to support the credibility
of the “suspicions” and never mind that the evidence
contradicts that proposition. The Globe editorial even
concedes that “the State Medical Examiner’s Office has
concluded that Woodman’s fatal arrhythmia was caused
by a pre-existing heart condition, not the actions of the
police.” The so-called independent panel led by former
U.S. Attorney Don Stern, the Globe admits, “asserted
this week that the young man’s death could not be linked
to police action.” (Please note that the Stern panel never
interviewed nor sought to interview the officers involved.
I’ll bet they spoke with Attorney Friedman.) Never mind
the medical evidence and never mind the fact that the
young man had an unfortunate underlying medical condition. The Globe simply says, without any evidence to
support the proposition, that “overly aggressive police
tactics . . . in combination with the heart defect . . . likely
contributed to Woodman’s death.” Likely contributed?
There is no evidence of that, but they just go ahead and
say it perhaps hoping that if you repeat unsupported allegations often enough they will begin to sound true.
Imagine if a police officer made such unsupported assertions. The Globe would accuse the officer of
“testilying.” The Globe editorial begrudgingly states that
“the medical examiner saw no link between Woodman’s
death and the initial episode.” How then can the Globe
conclude that “overly aggressive police tactics . . . likely
contributed to Woodman’s death”? It doesn’t seem to

make any sense, but then it never does. One shudders to think
what the Globe and Attorney Friedman would say if there ever
really was evidence that somebody did something wrong.
�����
And now with appropriate apologies to Burl Ives: sung
to the tune of “Have a Holly Jolly Christmas”
Have a Holly Jolly Christmas, it’s the best time of the year.
TABS roll in, alleging sin, a Review Board soon it’s clear.
Have a Holly Jolly Christmas, it’s the press you all must fear.
Pols cave in, say no Quinn, a tune the Globe will hear.
Ho, Ho the mistletoe, take details away.
When some hoodlum robs a bank, no cops to end the fray.
Have a Holly Jolly Christmas, cops get blamed for budget
woe.
Stimulus dough on pork we blow, who profits we don’t know.
Have a Holly Jolly Christmas, for policemen no one cares.
PR flacks and hired hacks, keep jobs while cops get pared.
Ho, Ho the mistletoe, civilian flagmen wave,
When some bozo drives by drunk, no cop to make the save.
Have a Holly Jolly Christmas, but if you do some good cop
work,
The only deed the editors heed, are lawsuits from some jerk.
Oh by golly have a Holly Jolly Christmas this year.
�����
From myself, Jim Byrne, Ken Anderson, Rich Mazzocca, Eric
Goldman, Jon Tobin, Joe Merlino, and the rest of the staff here
at Byrne & Drechsler, LLP have a very happy and safe Christmas and holiday season and the best of health and prosperity to
you and your families in the coming New Year.

THE BOSTON POLICE DEPARTMENT

PEER SUPPORT UNIT

We are a peer-driven support program
for police officers and their families.
Our program is strictly confidential
and is available to all
police officers and their families.
Group or individual help with handling
family and life issues, alcohol, drugs,
anger and domestic issues.
Referral for specialist as needed.

251 River Street, Mattapan, MA 02126
Office: 617-598-7888 (Mon.-Fri. 9 to 5)
Off-Hours, On-Call Peer Counselor:
617-343-4680
Sometimes even we need a little help from our friends!

www.bppa.org
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Delta Dental is proud to support the
Boston Police Patrolmen’s Association.
Thank you for your strength.
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Labor Notes: Alan H. Shapiro, BPPA Labor Counsel
Sandulli Grace, P.C., Counsel to Members of the Boston Police Patrolmen’s Association

F

Banding is back

ollowing successful litigation by the
BPPA (in conjunction with Mass. Coalition of Police) which stopped score banding last spring, the Human Resources Division (HRD) is now trying to change its rules
in the hope of reviving banding. Once again,
BPPA (again with Mass. Coalition of Police) will attempt to stop what amounts to
an end run around an objective, merit-based,
promotional system.
Readers may recall that last spring, HRD
issued the results of the October 2008 promotional exams in bands, instead of the traditional “whole number” system. Previously, HRD had issued scores in whole
numbers: 100, 99, 98… When an appointing authority (the Commissioner, in Boston) called for a list, s/he would receive a
list with twice the number of openings, plus
one. This is the so-called “2N+1 Rule.” If,
for example, the Commissioner wants to
appoint 20 sergeants, s/he would receive a
list with at least 41 names, starting with the
highest scores and going down to the score
needed to reach 41 candidates. If the 41st
name were tied at, say, an 84, with 10 other
officers, the list would include all of those
tied at an 84. If the Commissioner, under
this example, were to appoint someone with
an 84 and not appoint someone with an 85,
the person with the 85 would be able to file

a bypass appeal at the Civil Service Commission. There, the Commissioner would
have to provide reasons justifying the appointment of a candidate with the lower
score instead of the one with the higher
score. This is how the system has worked
for decades.
Under the banding approach that HRD
attempted, unsuccessfully, to implement last
spring, all sergeant candidates with scores
between, for example, 85.84 and 92.91,
were all scored in “Band 5” and considered
as tied at the same score. In Boston, there
could well be 60 or 70 officers in this band.
Therefore, if the Commissioner wanted to
fill 10 sergeant slots, under the “2N+1” formula, s/he would get 21 names. If those in
Band 6 (those with scores from 92.92 to
100) were already appointed, HRD would
issue a certification with all of the names in
Band 5. The Commissioner could pick anyone in Band 5 without having to give any
reasons or justification, since all would be
considered “tied.”

Obviously, a banding system would give
tremendous discretion to the Commissioner
and other appointing authorities to promote
from among a large group without any justification. This is exactly why a lot of police chiefs, mayors, and boards of selectmen think it’s a great idea. While it is touted
as a wonderful way to increase diversity
among the ranks, in actuality it is a terrific
way to promote those whom you like and
not promote those whom you don’t, regardless of relative abilities. If, as some claim,
the examinations are not fair assessments
of officers’ abilities to perform in higher
ranks, then better examinations should be
developed. This isn’t just throwing the baby
out with the bathwater, it’s getting rid of
the whole family.

The Boston Police Patrolmen’s Association is committed to protecting all of its
members’ promotional opportunities under
a system based on merit, not favoritism or
bias. To secure that objective, the lawyers
at Sandulli Grace will again be representing the BPPA in trying to prevent HRD from
replacing a meritocratic-based civil service
system with the spoils system it was designed, in 1885, to replace. Readers can
follow events on our law firm’s blog at
sandulligraceonline.com.

We Salute the Boston Police
Patrolmen’s Association
Scholarship Fund.
A Friend
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Santa’s List…

By Patrick Carnell, graduate of Canisius College, Buffalo, NY
o ho ho, and so on and so forth! Santa here, packing up the presents and
practicing evasive maneuvers, in response to my intelligence services in
forming me that President Obama will be sending NORAD to intercept my
sleigh on Christmas Eve! Something about “stealing his thunder,” and “unregulated distribution of goods.” Santa can’t recall the exact words, but sure can remember how to barrel roll! Anyway, Christmas is coming, and I’m sure all the good children
of the world are wondering: what do the naughty boys and girls of the world ask for?
Santa is bound by no government or constitution, and has no qualms about violating
anyone’s privacy!
• Barack Obama, president: “Gold, frankincense, and myrrh, befitting my status as
the Christ Child.” Ho, ho, ho! I’m sure you’ll appreciate instead your new iPod,
filled with inerasable copies of your most embarrassing public gaffes, errors, and
embarrassments! Santa fitted it with special speakers and an inexhaustible power
source just for you, and will play at max, ear-splitting volume at inopportune public
moments, because Santa knows how much you love the sound of your own voice!
• Michelle Obama, First Lady/goddess of beauty: “A magic mirror, to scan my
celestial beauty and confirm to the world that Yes, Virginia, there is a Jackie O./
Princess Di/Aphrodite hybrid.” Santa’s afraid he can’t do that, but can provide you
with a magic puddle for Evil Queen/Medusa/Klingon hybrids.
• Hillary Clinton, Secretary of State: “Just a little bit of the dignity I had before,
and a pantsuit that can accommodate even my thighs.” Sadly, all Santa has for you
is a sleigh-full of regret and an old hazmat suit, but he thinks that’s close enough.
• John Holdren, Science Czar/eugenics proponent: “Rather than giving presents
to the superfluous children of the world, why not “cull the herd” and take, oh, say,
20% of those under age 16 with you? “ Ho ho ho! Santa…wait, is he serious?
• Nancy Pelosi, Speaker of the House/face of rigor mortis: “Nothing for me, Santa,
only that ObamaCare be passed as my present to the country, so selfless am I.” Ho
ho ho! Santa should remind you, Nancy, that saying that ObamaCare is your Christmas present to the American people is like taking a friend’s credit card, buying a car
with it, and giving that car to them as a “gift.” And threatening to jail them if they
want to return it, well, that just makes the elves psychotic with rage. Normally
Santa would choose to take away the botox that results in the death-mask clownface
you sport, but imagining the aftermath of that makes Santa’s soul scream, so you’re
off the hook for once.
• Harry Reid, Senate Majority Leader/future unemployed: “Santa Claus, Easter
Bunny, Headless Horseman, whoever is listening to my prayers, please protect me
in next year’s elections.” Oh Harry, what a naughty boy you’ve been with the lies
you tell with every breath! Santa does not consort with liars, and thinks the only
appropriate punishment, besides having “Christmas Shoes” beamed directly into
their skulls until the end of time, is to sweat under an uncomfortably close margin
in polling against challengers.
• Democrats at risk in the 2010 elections: “Please allow health care reform to pass,
regardless of whether or not our constituencies support it.” Santa would be happy to
give each and every one of you political suicide!
• Levi Johnston, deadbeat: “Another five minutes to add to the fifteen I’ve already
wasted.” Oh ho ho! The porn model and shiftless layabout finds that abandoning
his child and his mother doesn’t lead to the most prestigious, high-paying careers?
Imagine that!
• Wolf Blitzer, CNN anchor/Jeopardy failure: “The respect of my peers and the
ungrateful plebes of the public.” Here’s Santa’s deal: get a positive score on celebrity Jeopardy, and fact-check politicians instead of Saturday Night Live skits that
criticize them, and you won’t have to ask Santa for the impossible ever again.
• Katie Couric, news host/public embarrassment: “As a hip, young newswoman,
I want to be seen as “with it” again.” Oh, ho, ho! Perhaps Mrs. Claus could sew you
up a nice new dress to go out dancing…oh, wait. Well, maybe a journal in which to
jot down your creative thoughts, like a poem…no, that won’t do. Katie, Santa will
get back to you on this.
• Keith Olbermann, MSNBC host/crazy: “The death of my enemies, who hate
America because they disagree with Obama.” Now Keith, Santa knows how much
you love to root for the president in all his silly little contests. To you, it’s delightful!
You’re still dazzled by everything from his stuttering voice to the crease on his
pants. But disagreeing with Obama doesn’t mean someone is opposing your Dream
Date Ken Doll out of spite, and doesn’t make them the “Worst Person in the World”.
But what does Santa know? He’s only all-seeing and all-knowing, not the selfproclaimed second coming of Edward R. Murrow.
• Chris Matthews, MSNBC host/sycophant: *nothing but Obama’s name surrounded by hearts, and “CM + BO 4eva”* Chrissy, Tingles, whatever you want to
be called…Santa responds to gift requests, not love letters, which is all you’ve been
doing since last November. Santa gets it. You have a crush. Your love interest makes

H
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you feel things you’ve never felt before, and seems to be the most perfect creature
ever to walk the earth. But the rest of us don’t share your crush, and frankly, are sick
to hell of hearing about it.
• Glenn Beck, FOX News host/psychotic: *incoherent babble marked with vaguely
identifiable libertarian rantings* Sigh. You asked Santa to make “the silence stop
screaming” last year, Glenn, and Santa very nicely gave you bonus refills of your
Thorazine, Depixol, and Droperidol. You sold them on the streets to purchase an
East German Stasi uniform. While Santa admits that’s “creative,” in a harrowing
sort of way, it also makes the elves sad and more than a bit uneasy.
• Mike Huckabee, former governor: “Gosh, I sure do wish people would stop criticizing me, like Jesus would! Jesus!” Ho, ho, ho! Don’t like the fact that the public
making political evaluations is passing political judgment on your political decisions during your time in political office?
• Scientists at East Anglia University, liars: “Please, just leave us alone. But still
trust us, global warming is the real deal!” Ho, ho, ho! Didn’t Santa say he hates
liars? For the record, Santa isn’t a climate “denier”: He freely admits that there is a
climate!
• Nicolas Sarkozy, president of France: “I would like for this golden age of France
appearing to be a military hawk on the world stage to never end.” Santa will hold off
on the “to never end” part, given your country’s ancient tradition of “changing your
mind,” but he can guarantee that it will last at least until 2012!
• Vladimir Putin, Prime Minister of Russia/former KGB: “I would like Ukraine,
Georgia, Poland, and the Czech Republic.” Are you sure you wouldn’t like to ask
Santa for something else? A certain other world leader may already be planning to
get you those!
• Mahmoud Ahmadinejad, president of Iran/apocalyptic nuclear madman:
“Same thing as always, Santa. Destruction of the Jews, the return of the Twelfth
Imam, world-spanning caliphate, yadda yadda yadda.” Ho ho ho! Sadly, the elves
are a bit overworked this year, but luckily, Mahmoud, Santa still has his contacts in
the Mossad! They’ll be more than happy to deliver your Christmas wish (or their
interpretation of it) at select locations in your country via special air drops by the
Israeli air force, for your convenience!
Oh, ho, ho! Santa’s naughty list goes on longer than you can imagine – Manuel Zelaya,
Kim Jong Il, Barbara Boxer, Dede Scozzafava, Deval Patrick, Jimmy Carter, Charlie
Gibson, Rachel Maddow, Joe Biden, Hugo Chavez, John Kerry, Robert Gibbs,
Lindsey Graham, Gordon Brown, Moammar Qaddafi, Olympia Snowe, and ACORN
have all been on their worst behavior this year. Demi Moore, Will Ferrell, and all the
others stars and vaguely recognizable faces who featured in the “I Pledge” and “You will
accept ObamaCare” videos, in particular, are each due for a kick in the face from the
reindeer; even Santa doesn’t make his elves swear an oath of fealty to him as extreme as
“I pledge to be a servant to my president.” Oh, Santa must be wrapping up now; so many
presents to make, so many naughty letters to fuel the fires! Merry Christmas all, and a
prosperous New Year… if we’re lucky.
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News Brieflets…
Compiled and commented upon by Patrick Carnell,
Canisius College graduate, Buffalo, NY
“The queen of daytime will interview the president of the country during an ABC
holiday special that brings together Oprah Winfrey and Barack Obama. The network has
announced “Christmas at the White House: An Oprah Primetime Special,” which includes an interview with the president, a conversation with the First Couple and tour of
the White House. The special will also go behind-the-scenes as staffers prepare the White
House for the holiday season.”
–The Live Feed, 11/25/09
Well, Hallelujah, the Lord has provided! Another historic, unprecedented gold star to
add next to Obama’s name, this time celebrating the New Jesus on the Old Jesus’ birthday
(he was really just Obama’s opening act anyway…Jesus who?)! What the hell was even
the point of TV before President Charming came into our lives? If this doesn’t earn higher
ratings than Oprah’s interview with Sarah Palin, it’s only yet more proof that Americans
hate America.
����������
“President Obama said Friday that he was “surprised and deeply humbled” by the
decision of the Norwegian Nobel Committee to award him the 2009 Nobel Peace Prize.
The committee said it honored Obama for his “extraordinary efforts to strengthen international diplomacy and cooperation between peoples.” Obama said he viewed the decision less as a recognition of his own accomplishments and more as “a call to action.”
– CNN, 10/9/09
Other awards and titles Obama has since received and been nominated for: Emmy,
World Series MVP, Gold Medal at the Great American Beer Festival for being “so intoxicating”, immunity on Survivor, Homecoming king and queen at multiple high schools,
Miss Universe, and the Tour de France jersey, because “he could do it if he felt like it.”
����������
“Russia is weighing changes to its military doctrine that would allow for a “preventive” nuclear strike against its enemies – even those armed only with conventional weapons. The news comes just as American diplomats are trying to get Russia to cut down its
nuclear stockpile, and put the squeeze on Iran’s suspect nuclear program. In an interview
published in Izvestia, Nikolai Patrushev, the secretary of the Kremlin’s security council,
said the new doctrine offers “different options to allow the use of nuclear weapons, depending on a certain situation and intentions of a would-be enemy. In critical national
security situations, one should also not exclude a preventive nuclear strike against the
aggressor.”
– Wired, 10/14/09
“Smart diplomacy” at work. We throw Eastern Europe to the dogs, and get no help
with Iran or commitment to nuclear arms reductions from the Sovi-errr, the Russians.
Americans might not be worried, yet, but you can bet that the Poles, Czechs, Ukrainians,
and Georgians are sweating. It is officially more dangerous to be an American ally than
an enemy now.
����������
“A top federal health official said Wednesday that the controversial new guidelines for
breast cancer screening do not represent government policy, as the Obama administration sought to keep the debate over mammograms from undermining the prospects for
health-care reform. Health and Human Services Secretary Kathleen Sebelius, in a written statement, said the new guidelines had “caused a great deal of confusion and worry
among women and their families across this country,” and she stressed that they were
issued by “an outside independent panel of doctors and scientists who… do not set federal policy and… don’t determine what services are covered by the federal government.”
– Washington Post, 11/19/09
Uh, ok, but when government has taken control of health care, and is desperately
trying to find ways to pay for all the new clients, the task force’s decisions will, in fact, be
government policy. The headline to this article might as well have read, “If you like the
government limiting your access to vital medical services, you’re going to love health
care reform!”
����������
“A conservative rancher named Porfirio “Pepe” Lobo took the Honduran presidency
in elections Sunday, five months after the country’s last elected president was forced out
of the country at gunpoint. Now Hondurans must wait to see if the international community, which has been divided over the crisis, accepts the winner as legitimate.”
– Wall Street Journal, 11/30/09
Given this summer’s travesty of our president admonishing a country for trying to
resist a wannabe president-for-life’s attempts to subvert their constitution, I have to say,
for the first time in my adult life, I am ashamed of my country. It’s amazing that the idea
of the US recognizing the winner of this election would be considered surprising news,
but thanks to President Peace-For-Our-Time, it is.
����������
“US President Barack Obama on Monday made a surprise video address to celebrations in Germany marking the 20th anniversary of the fall of the Berlin Wall… “Few
would have foreseen ... that a united Germany would be led by a woman from Brandenburg
or that their American ally would be led by a man of African descent. But human destiny
is what human beings make of it,” Obama said.”
Agence France Presse, 11/9/09
No mention of Ronald Reagan, Margaret Thatcher, Pope John Paul II, Lech Walesa,
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Vaclav Havel, or any others who actually did something to bring that wall down. Even
after refusing to go to Berlin for the actual celebrations, he still manages to find a way to
make it about him…after all, it might as well never have happened if he couldn’t tie it to
himself in some tenuous way.
����������
“Under fire for commuting the sentence of suspected cop-killer Maurice Clemmons,
former Arkansas Gov. Mike Huckabee on Tuesday called some of the criticisms “disgusting” and suggested they were attempts to score political points. “It really does show how
sick our society has become that people are more concerned about a campaign three
years from now than those grieving families in Washington,” Huckabee said during an
interview on Joe Scarborough’s radio show.”
– Politico, 12/1/09
Leave it to the Republican Jimmy Carter to try and wash his hands by saying, “Grieve
not for the fallen officers, grieve for me.” Grieve, instead, for those stupid enough to buy
into his shameless, nasty manipulation disguised as a smooth, “Golly-gee-willickers”
good-old-boy persona. A man who needed only to hear that a criminal had accepted
Christ as his personal lord and savior in order to pardon them is the sort of simple-minded
chump who isn’t fit to lead.
����������
“Leaked e-mails allegedly undermining climate change science should be treated as a
criminal matter, Sen. Barbara Boxer (D-Calif.) said Wednesday afternoon…”You call it
‘Climategate’; I call it ‘E-mail-theft-gate,’” she said during a committee meeting. “Whatever it is, the main issue is, Are we facing global warming or are we not? I’m looking at
these e-mails, that, even though they were stolen, are now out in the public.”
– The Hill, 12/2/09
No, I think we’ll still refer to it as “Climategate.” This nasty old shrew doesn’t seem to
realize that Climategate is as much about email theft as Watergate was about meeting in
parking garages. Then again, to the Democrats and media (but I repeat myself), scandals
that help the left are always about exposing corruption for the good of the public, while
scandals that hurt the left are about the potential illegality of any leaks. Thus, it the ones
who exposed evidence of malfeasance in a trillion-dollar matter of international policy
who should be punished, not the corrupt scientists hiding the data in the first place.

Old cop/new cop:
I’ll take the past
By Richard Solita
he modern police officers of today are
certainly poles apart from the cop of
twenty years ago. For one thing, many claim
the progressive police are much more professional and educated than the dinosaurs
that walked the streets two decades ago.
That may be true, but is that what the public wants? Currently, I live in the Phoenix,
Arizona area and have been teaching criminal justice students who reside in the valley
of the sun.
In the last five years, I have instructed
over 1500 students while discovering their
attitudes towards the police is less than distasteful. In some cases, the word hate is
mentioned. These students are from all
walks of life and all ages. They are not felons or they would not be in a criminal justice program. They are members of the general public. So, let’s differentiate between
the public in general and the criminal element of the public.
In the world of policing, these two categories are certainly separate. The public
in general mostly commit crimes of domestic violence, disturbances, and a traffic violation or two. But, in the world of the criminal, he or she commits crime after crime,
probably on a weekly basis. Thus, the above
facts places the individual students of criminal justices programs in the group of general public and not in the category the police refer to as the criminal element of society.
One would expect the criminal element
to hate the police because they are the indi-

T

viduals who strips away the freedom of the
common criminal. So, why is there a bad
taste for the modern cop of today from many
members of the general public? The today
cop lacks the three most important traits a
police officer must have to survive, common sense, compassion, and a sense of humor.
All these characteristics should be
stressed in every police academy in the
country. I am not generalizing that all modern police officers do not posses these necessary traits. I certainly claim many do enjoy the gift, but many have not yet begun to
even open the wrappings. The number one
problem of today’s modern cop is simple.
They follow the law to the letter. I once
saw a friend arrested for D. U. I. in front of
his house during a birthday party. His car
was parked on the street and he and some
friends were getting some ice from the
trunk. An officer arrived, asked for the
owner of the car, and if he had the keys to
the vehicle in his pocket. He did, but had
no intentions of leaving his party.
Because he was in the area of the auto
and the officer said he had control by having the keys in his pocket, he was arrested.
The whole incident cost him three thousand
dollars for an attorney to beat the ticket.
Now, that is one member of the general
public, not the criminal public, who does
not like to the police. The letter of the law
officers are slowly letting the politicians and
police administrations distract a treasured
value the old time cop cherished, Discretion.
(continued on page B21)
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With Our Compliments
and
Deep Appreciation . . .

UGL Unicco
Corporate Headquarters
275 Grove Street
Newton, MA 02466
Ph: 617-527-5222

UGL Unicco
Northeast Region
18 Tremont Street
Boston, MA 02108
Ph: 617-330-7878

www.ugl-unicco.com
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Off the top of my head
By Kevin Doogan
ERRY CHRISTMAS, MERRY
CHRISTMAS, MERRY CHRISTMAS, that’s right I said it, MERRY
CHRISTMAS not Happy Holidays or
Season’s Greetings, call it what it is,
MERRY CHRISTMAS, enough said.
Keeping with a cheery holiday theme
why don’t we see the crazed members of
PETA standing up against prochoice and
pro-abortionists? They must pigeonhole
themselves, don’t wear fur, don’t eat meat,
but it must be alright to butcher the unborn.
Chew on that you hypocrites! By the way,
does PETA really stand for People Eating
Tasty Animals?
How low can they go? The media and
the salivating public are glued to the television hanging on every tidbit of stupidness
surrounding Tiger Woods and his wife’s
marital issues and alleged fender bender.
The news across the country led with this
sensationalized pile of gossip, while four

M

police officers were gunned down for nothing more than wearing a uniform. Four
families devastated, seven children had their
parent taken from them four weeks before
Christmas. Besides Fox News, where is the
outrage? Men and woman are fighting and
dying in Afghanistan and Iraq, yet Tiger gets
top billing.
Look I don’t want to be a wet rag when
it comes to this, but enough already with
the divide and conquer foolishness that has
held police unions across this state down.
We need to think past the confines of Boston and more on a state level. It is State
Representatives and State Senators across
this Commonwealth that are helping the

Governor to rob us blind, yet we focus locally. We, as law enforcement, have to be
proactive and do what the special interest
folks have been doing for years, we need to
vote as a block! The elderly have been running people over for decades yet all you’ll
see out of the State House is a lot of fluff.
Why, because the elderly VOTE! We need
to pick a candidate with clear differences
and actively get them elected. Only then will
we become a threat. Boston police Officers
and their families are scattered all across
this state and in hundreds of communities.
We need to pool our voting resources. If
nothing less, get a list going, pick our spot
and act. Naysayers will counter that there

are hundreds of reasons why we can’t succeed, collectively, we are the reason we will
succeed.
This year, as has always been the case,
we have seen some of our friends and colleagues come and go, through retirement,
career changes, illness and death. Life goes
on and the clock just keeps spinning, so I
don’t have to remind any one of us how fragile and precious life is. This Christmas Season be ever vigilant, smother your family
and friends with love and kindness, forgive
those that need forgiving, seek forgiveness
yourself, and be the best person you can
be. Your reward will be an inner peace.
Merry Christmas and be safe.

Read the
fine print
By Mark A. Bruno
any of our officers purchase additional insurance policies in case they
are injured. Some of these policies lead you
to believe that they will cover you both on
and off the job. They do this in an effort to
sign you up. Much like a car salesman looking to close the deal, these vipers of prey
use every tactic in the book to sign up their
victims. Unfortunately, we look at these
policies and think they may be valuable if I
go out injured. Be very careful what you
are signing yourself up for. Do not become
a victim of a misinformation in regards to
reading the fine print on these policies. Such
is the case for many of our members.
Some policies say they cover you from
day one if you get injured. What they don’t
tell you are you are covered only if you’re
injured off the job. Many of our officers are
duped into believing they are covered both
on and off the job. You’re paying all this
money and when the time comes to collect,
you are told no. Many of the officers are
finding out the hard way that they are not
covered and this is after dishing out hundreds and thousands of dollars. These policies are not worth spit if they do not cover
you for injuries both on and off the job. I
would carefully read over every policy and
ask the sales representative point blank exactly what I am getting for my money.
I’ve had several policies throughout my
career and decided to drop most of them in
favor of opening up an outside mutual fund
in which I can put in or take out money anytime I please. Given the recent economy I
believe the market is on an upswing and
this may not be a bad option for some of
you. I also bumped up my deferred compensation in order to offset any outside financial gains. You may also want to open
up an individual retirement account for your
significant other which is also a tax-saving

M

(continued on page B17)
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Turning rebellion into money

(continued from page B3)
The U.S. cargo ship “Maersk Alabama”
was once again attacked by Somali Pirates.
The attack was foiled when the pirates were
blasted by loudspeakers and water cannons.
Talk about emasculating… next time use
real cannon and maybe they won’t be in
such a hurry to try it.
Massachusetts has introduced a “Bullying Bill” despite evidence that this type of
legislation doesn’t work. I guess we have
been emasculated. What ever happened to
standing up for yourself?
Over two hundred years later, and it’s
still true: Taxation without representation
is Tyranny!
I was getting coffee the other day and
overheard an unsettling conversation. Two
grown men in their mid to late thirties were
discussing the HBO series “True Blood.” I
will admit to being a fan, it’s entertaining.
During their discourse, one guy says to the
other;” I think vampires are real, all the
movies, TV shows, stories, they’ve got to
be real”. Rather than slap this dope, as he
so richly deserved, I had to fight the urge to
nip him on the neck, and whisper in his ear
“We are”. How stupid and gullible ARE
people? Guess we just have to look at Washington D.C. to know the answer.
An angry Muslim father ran over and
killed his daughter for behaving “too Western”. These “honor killings” are rare but
acceptable practice under Sharia Law.
Unfortunately for Akbar Nascar he lives in
the U.S. where incidents like this are
frowned upon. Maybe we should apply the
same rules to him; I believe they behead
killers under Sharia.
Deval has done it again, first flagmen,
now Quinn Bill cuts. I thought Democrats
honored Union Contracts? It’s time to send
this carpetbagger back to Chicago, or at least
as far away as Washington. YES WE
CAN!!!!!!!!!!!
I got assigned to babysit the Critical
(M)Ass bike protest. As a newly reborn bi-

Read the fine print

(continued from page B15)
vehicle. These are tough economic times
we are living in and if we want to retire comfortably we need to make some tough decisions.
Some of you may have refinanced your
mortgages to help you offset your high
monthly bills. This is always a good idea
provided you place some of that money into
one of the saving vehicles I mentioned. This
is not rocket science. It is only good fiscal
planning to stay ahead of the game. Again,
ask yourself if you need all these policies
that are suspect at best? Ask yourself if you
willing to go through hoops to collect some
of these funds? I would rather invest my
money in a good mutual fund in which I
can draw on at anytime. These policies do
not pay you unless you are out injured. If
you are injury prone by all means buy a
policy, but if you are not think about carrying less and investing the money elsewhere.
With that said I would like to wish you
all along with your families a Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year.
www.bppa.org

cyclist, I agree, more consideration should
be given to “share the road.” BUT, what
nitwit would issue a permit allowing over a
hundred cyclists to disrupt traffic in Boston, Brookline, and Cambridge? AND, if
they don’t have a permit, why is it allowed
at all?
Well, it appears some residents of a
swanky Charlestown Navy Yard condo are
upset at the Navy and more specifically, the
twice daily discharge of “Old Ironsides”
cannons in a ceremonial and patriotic display to honor the raising and lowering of
OUR FLAG. This is accompanied by the
National Anthem blared over a loud speaker.
It seems some of their guests were startled
during a cocktail party and almost spilled
their martinis. These morons threw a hissy
fit, and complained to everyone they could
about it. The matter was resolved with the
Navy saying too bad, we won’t stop, and
the Boston City Council voting unanimously to support the Navy (WOW!). I
envisioned a much better ending, raise the
elevation of the guns, put in a real cannonball, and launch it through the window of
those yuppie scumbags!
The Governor and his “New American
Agenda” is once again mulling the issue of
In-State tuition and Driver’s Licenses for
ILLEGAL ALIENS.
After the last time this was proposed, the
backlash it caused brought it to a quick end.
Now, it seems they are at it again. The problem is if you don’t vote out the dopes that
propose these bills, they keep coming back.
Giving a license to an illegal makes them
legal. It gives them positive ID, and all that
goes with it like voting, schools, etc. What
should be proposed is legislation like Oklahoma recently enacted, denying all benefits
and licenses to illegals along with the prospect of immediate deportation if found. In
OK they are leaving by the droves to more
lenient states, or their home countries. Keep
sharp eyes out for covered Hondas heading
east.
OK, an Army Major enters a room full
of unarmed US Soldiers, getting ready for
deployment overseas and opens fire killing
and wounding scores. He has visited a
mosque run by a radical cleric with 9/11
ties, he has vehemently voiced opposition
to US Policy in the Middle East, he has
handed out Korans in full Arabic regalia,
and shouted “Allah Akbar” (God is great)
during his murderous rampage. Anyone
who thinks this is NOT a terrorist act is a
complete and total idiot. On top of that, he
engaged in treasonous acts, while in uniform, His deeds surely gave comfort and
aid to the enemy of US forces in the field.
This piece of human garbage should be
taken out and hanged or stood in front of a
firing squad (made up entirely of women
using pork-tipped bullets) as quickly as
possible. Keeping him alive for one second
longer than necessary is a waste of our resources. BTW, after the 9/11 attacks Bush
was skewered in the media(and maybe with
merit) for continuing to read to a classroom
of kids, before acting, but Barry O got a
free pass for giving “shout outs” to faces in

the crowd at a scheduled speech before addressing the Fort Hood massacre. The only
thing he should have “shouted out” was an
angry diatribe against terrorism and militant Islam. Religion of peace my ass! This
guy was protected by the very institution
he sought to destroy. The only place competence should come before diversity and
security is the dictionary.
And another thing is the Attorney General of the United States completely nuts?
Giving Gitmo terror suspects a criminal trial
in New York is outrageous. The cost alone
is staggering. First, how will you find an
untainted jury pool, second, any novice lawyer can shred the arrest and ID process,
third, in the interest of US security, evidence
may be withheld or worse revealed and
compromised. This fiasco is heading for a

mistrial from the get-go! The only comfort
I find is that on their release, maybe a mob
of angry New Yorkers beats them to death
on the Courthouse stairs, now that would
be justice.
Now, to end on a high note… It’s Christmas, please greet your friends, neighbors
and strangers with a hearty and sincere
MERRY CHRISTMAS! Despite what
Obama and the ACLU think, we are still a
Christian country. That pine tree with the
decorations is a CHRISTMAS TREE, not
a holiday tree. You won’t see Jews being
bullied into calling a Hanukkah Menorah
the celebratory candelabra! This is a Democracy in which the majority of citizens
consider themselves Christian. So, with that,
stay safe, Happy New Year, and MERRY
CHRISTMAS!

“Shaking Cups”*

*to the tune of Jingle Bells

By Wolfgang Amajayus Moshezart
Dashing down the street
With lots of stuff to do
Dodging all the homeless
Waving cups at you
They’re dirty and they smell
Like rotten eggs and beer
Trying hard to ruin
Your Christmas every year
Shaking Cups
Shaking Cups
Can you spare some change
Promise I won’t buy no drugs
but booze is still OK
Saw a homeless guy
And felt a little sad
But he jumped into a beemer
And man that made me mad!
Sure some need a hand
So give to charity
Toss it in the Kettle
For the Sal-va-tion Army
Shaking Cups
Shaking Cups
Can you spare some change
Promise I won’t buy no drugs
But booze is still OK
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Disorder in the American Court…
T

ATTORNEY:

hese are from a book called Disorder in the American Courts, and are things people
actually said in court, word for word, taken down and now published by court reporters who had the torment of staying calm while these exchanges were actually taking
place.
ATTORNEY:
WITNESS:
ATTORNEY:
WITNESS:
ATTORNEY:
WITNESS:
ATTORNEY:
WITNESS:
ATTORNEY:
ATTORNEY:
WITNESS:
ATTORNEY:
WITNESS:
ATTORNEY:
WITNESS:
ATTORNEY:
WITNESS:
ATTORNEY:
WITNESS:
ATTORNEY:
WITNESS:
ATTORNEY:
WITNESS:
ATTORNEY:
WITNESS:
ATTORNEY:
WITNESS:
ATTORNEY:
WITNESS:
ATTORNEY:
WITNESS:
ATTORNEY:
WITNESS:
ATTORNEY:
WITNESS:
ATTORNEY:
WITNE SS:
ATTORNEY:
WITNESS:
ATTORNEY:
WITNESS:
ATTORNEY:
WITNESS:
ATTORNEY:
WITNESS:
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Are you sexually active?
No, I just lie there.
�����
What gear were you in at the moment
of the impact?
Gucci sweats and Reeboks.
�����
This myasthenia gravis, does it affect
your memory at all?
Yes.
And in what ways does it affect your memory?
I forget.
You forget? Can you give us an example
of something you forgot?
�����
What was the first thing your husband said to you that morning?
He said, ‘Where am I, Cathy?’
And why did that upset you?
My name is Susan!
�����
Do you know if your daughter has ever been involved in voodoo?
We both do.
Voodoo?
We do.
You do?
Yes, voodoo.
�����
Now doctor, isn’t it true that when a person dies in his sleep, he doesn’t
know about it until the next morning?
Did you actually pass the bar exam?
�����
The youngest son, the twenty-year-old, how old is he?
Uh, he’s twenty.
�����
Were you present when your picture was taken?
Are you shittin’ me?
�����
So the date of conception (of the baby) was August 8th?
Yes..
And what were you doing at that time?
Uh.... I was gettin’ laid!
�����
She had three children, right?
Yes.
How many were boys?
None.
Were there any girls?
Are you shittin’ me? Your Honor, I think I need a different attorney.
Can I get a new attorney?
�����
How was your first marriage terminated?
By death.
And by whose death was it terminated?
Now whose death do you suppose terminated it?
�����
Can you describe the individual?
He was about medium height and had a beard.
Was this a male or a female?
Guess.
�����
Is your appearance here this morning pursuant to a deposition notice
which I sent to your attorney?
No, this is how I dress when I go to work.
�����

ATTORNEY:
WITNESS:
ATTORNEY:
WITNESS:
ATTORNEY:
WITNESS:
ATTORNEY:
WITNESS:
ATTORNEY:
WITNESS:
ATTORNEY:
WITNESS:

Doctor, how many of your autopsies have
you performed on dead people?
WITNESS:
All my autopsies are performed on dead
people. Would you like to rephrase that?
�����
ATTORNEY: ALL your responses MUST be oral, OK?
What school did you go to?
WITNESS:
Oral.
�����
ATTORNEY: Do you recall the time that you examined
the body?
WITNESS:
The autopsy started around 8:30 p.m.
ATTORNEY: And Mr. Denton was dead at the time?
WITNESS:
No, he was sitting on the table wondering
why I was doing an autopsy on him!
�����
ATTORNEY: Are you qualified to give a urine sample?
WITNESS:
Huh....are you qualified to ask that question?
�����
And the best for last:
Doctor, before you performed the autopsy, did you check for a pulse?
No.
Did you check for blood pressure?
No.
Did you check for breathing?
No.
So, then it is possible that the patient was alive when you began
the autopsy?
No.
How can you be so sure, Doctor?
Because his brain was sitting on my desk in a jar.
I see, but could the patient have still been alive, nevertheless?
Yes, it is possible that he could have been alive and practicing law.

Compliments of
a Friend
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Old cop/new cop: I’ll take the past
(continued from page B10)
Giving up this right is a big mistake in
my view and in the view of most criminologists and experts in the criminal justice field.
By not utilizing this precious gift it is obvious that the letter of the Law Officer will
undoubtedly achieve more arrest. So, what
is this officer accomplishing? Certainly, by
not making discretionary arrest would give
the officers hundreds of man hours of street
time to answer calls and patrol in general.
It has been shown time and time again;
the mere presence of the police deters crime
(O. W. Wilson, Cal. Berkley). The truth of
the matter is these officers who are wasting
their time by following the letter of the law
and making minor arrest are actually putting the general public at risk because their
presence in the police stations for hours
causes other officers to cover twice the
amount of beat space.
But, let us not put all the blame on the
beat officer alone. Every arrest must be approved by a supervisor at one time or another, either on the field or during check
out time. So, why are these supervisors,
during some arrest, not recommending the
officer re-think his or her choice, if ever
there was a choice at all? It all boils down
to the mighty buck and the lack of aggression by the field sergeant.
Questioning officer’s decisions, or lack
of a decision, might make waves and that is
the last thing a sergeant wants on his personnel record. Why? The main goal of all
sergeants is to get promoted to lieutenant,

no matter what the age. An exception, one
has less than one year to retire.
The pensions of all police officers are
always based on the amount of salary one
earns during the last three to five years prior
to retirement. I suggest there is a large percentage of sergeants that posse the traits I mentioned earlier in the article. But, being a sergeant is like being in limbo; one cannot wait
to get to those pearly gates of lieutenant.
Another reason for the tamed attitude of
supervisors and policy makers concerning
letter of the law police is probably the main
and most important one. It is the money.
Eight-five to ninety percent of all arrest in
this country are settled by plea agreements.
In every agreement money is involved. It
may be in the form of restitution to the victim, court cost, fines, and fees paid to subcontracted agencies for the purposes such
as anger management, drug testing after
conviction, and so on and so on.
Many cities and states now charge incarcerated people in jail waiting for trials
and guilty parties in prison a dollar amount
a day for the pleasure of their stay. Where I
live you even have to pay to be on probation, parole, or a diversionary program out
of your pocket. Now, some might say who
cares. They committed the crime, admitted
guilt to the crime, and now they have to pay
for the crime. Those who think in this manner are over looking one crucial issue. If
not one person visited a probation department funded by our tax dollars for six

months, would that probation officer still
get a paycheck. The answer is yes. Why,
because the salaries of all public employees are mandated in the appropriate budget
prior to the beginning of the fiscal year.
The money is already there and a portion of that money has already been paid
by the convicted taxpayer. So, if the convicted are now required to pay so much a
month for probation or parole, where does
the money go that was already budgeted?
Oh, that’s right; they give it back to us,
dream on. This money goes into the general fund.
The politicians are in charge of the general fund and they spend it as if it was their
own. So, the next time you letter of the law
officers are making an arrest and acting like

robots, just think how thrilled your local
politicians are for your donations.
Richard Solita is a veteran of the Chicago Police Department working as an investigator in homicide/robbery gang crimes
with over forty years in the field of criminal
justice on the streets and in the classroom.
A graduate of Lewis University Romeoville,
Illinois in Criminal Justice, also has attained a Masters of Education Degree from
Arizona State University, he currently
teaches at two colleges in the Phoenix area.
A published author of “Twenty Years of
Vaudeville and a Pension/What Really Happens Behind the Badge” he is quite busy
making public appearances and speaking
on Criminal Justice matters and promoting
his new novel.

I’m sure that
you have seen
pharmaceutical
advertising in doctor’s
offices on everything
from tissues to
note pads.
Well, this one should
get the prize. �
P.S.: “Any problems
with the switch, call
your erectrician.”

THE LAW OFFICES OF
DONALD E. GREEN, P.C.
Don Green is a Quincy native and 1957 graduate of Quincy High School.
After high school, he enlisted in the United States Marine Corps and returned
to Quincy after being honorably discharged.
In 1966, working out of the Quincy Police Boy’s Club. he became the
light-heavyweight Golden Gloves Champion in Lowell. He boxed in the
Amateurs for three years.
In 1968, he joined the Boston Police Department and retired in 1990 after
serving the city for nearly 22 years, the last 15 years as a Sergeant in the
Roxbury district. He graduated from both Northeastern University and
Northeastern University School of Law.
Don Green
The first Law Offices of Donald E. Green was opened in Boston in 1982
and the second in Dudley Square in Roxbury in 1988. The most recent office was opened in Braintree in
2001 and is located at 222 Forbes Road, Suite 200, which is located across from the South Shore Plaza
and behind the Sheraton Tara Hotel. This office offers a convenient location for Quincy and other South
Shore residents. There is free parking and the office is handicapped accessible.
Don’s law partner is his wife, Annette Hill Green, who grew up in Dorchester and is also a graduate of
Northeastern School of Law. They married in 1997, have two young children and reside in Milton.

The Law Offices of Donald E. Green is dedicated to
serving your legal needs. The professional staff includes
seasoned trial attorneys who possess years of litigation
experience and who strive to obtain the most favorable
judgment, verdict or settlement for our clients.
We are a full-service law firm, concentrating in, but not
limited to, the following areas of law:
• Wrongful death
• Personal Injury

• Medical Malpractice
• Sexual Harassment
– Motor Vehicle Accidents • Employment Discrimination
– Slip and Fall Accidents • Immigration
– Worker’s Compensation • Bankruptcy
– Lead Poisoning
• Criminal Defense

Annette Hill Green

Two free legal clinics are offered from 5:00-6:00 pm on the first and third Wednesday
of each month at our Roxbury office. Each clinic offers free, private consultations
regarding all legal matters.

If you have any legal questions or concerns, please call Don or Annette toll free at 1-877-DON-GREEN
or you may email Don directly at dgreen@donaldegreen.com.
Boston
(617) 523-4422
By appointment only

2235 Washington Street
Roxbury, MA 02119
(Dudley Sq.)
(617) 442-0050

Evening and Weekend Appointments Available

222 Forbes Road, Suite 200
Braintree, MA 02184
(Across from South Shore Plaza)
(781) 356-0488
By appointment only

Home and Hospital Appointments Available

A reduced legal fee is continuously offered to police officers and has been for more than twenty-five (25)
years. Our office has successfully represented countless law enforcement officers in their personal injury
claims (on or off duty) and other legal matters.
Don Green
www.bppa.org
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It is our firm belief that community is about people helping people...

At Mt. Washington Bank, we believe that helping each other
is the most vital contribution we can make
to building a strong, safe community.

Mt. Washington Bank
is a proud sponsor of the

Boston Police
Patrolmen’s Association, Inc.
Totally FREE Checking
Totally FREE Business Checking
FREE Online Banking & BillPay
Home Mortgages | Home Equity Lines of Credit
FREE e-Statements/Combined Statements
ATM/Debit MasterCard*

Connecting all offices in South Boston,
Dorchester and Jamaica Plain
617.268.0379 � www.MtWashingtonBank.com
Customer purchases checks.
*$1.00 monthly fee waived after 3
credit/signature-based transactions.
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PAXCENTURION Section C

EMS Division
Unity & Strength
The Ambulance Guy is Outed
H

ello. My name is Pete Holland and I am The Ambulance Guy.
Gasp! Surprise!!!
Some of you knew. Many of you suspected. I appreciate all of you maintaining the mystery all these years.
I started writing The Ambulance Guy as a lighthearted, hopefully humorous, view of life as a front-line
EMT, something I no longer am but often miss.
Back when it started we were a small service (around
150 bodies) and an emerging, but tiny, political force.
Now we are a large department with a national reputation. We are part of a large union with considerable political clout.
Things change and change is good. A few months
ago I decried the fact that I was out of touch (I am) and
that I was looking for a “street” guy or gal to give his /
her perspective. I was contacted by a member who wished
to try their hand at journalism and I offered a forum and

I

advice. The Ambulance Dude was born.
We introduced “The Dude” and followed up in the next
issue with a question and answer column. That article
caused a stir. It upset and offended some people. Other
comments were made that, in light of the citywide election
and other political intrigue perhaps should have been rethought. In his defense, he’s only been doing this for a few
months.
As a result, the Union leadership has decided that there
will no longer be any “anonymous” columns in The Pax. I
understand and support their decision.
That being said; I never used The Ambulance Guy as a
cloak or a way to attack, malign or ridicule others without
providing them a means in which to respond. I never attacked “soft” targets like the Turret, TQI, Office Guys or
that Other Agency. I like to think I was more Barnicle than
H. L. Mencken.
The Ambulance Guy began as a shtick, a hook , a way

Thank You for Your
Generous Donations to
“Troops Gift Packs 2009”

to get folks to read the column. Let’s be honest. If you
came across The Pax (usually in a stall at the satellite
would you thumb through it and say “Wow! An article
by Pete! Maybe he’ll talk about ResQPod or the Reel
Splint!!”? Me thinks not.
Let me say one more thing while I still have this space.
I’ve heard the term “coward” used in reference to The
Ambulance Dude. I’m not going to out him here, but I
know for a fact he has worn the uniform of this country
in a real war. Disagree violently with him if you will. He
is not a coward.
Twenty odd years is a good run, much longer than I
had ever imagined. I could say the same for my career. I
hope you’ve enjoyed this space as much as I have enjoyed bringing it to you.
Log me off, Fitz.
I’m Ocean Frank.
TAG.

Hundreds gather
to protest
global warming

would like to thank all the men and women in the BPD who donated items, for the BPD officers and family members of BPD personnel, who are currently serving overseas.Your kindness and generosity were evident by the amount of items that were collected.
We were able to ship more than one hundred gift packs, to not
only our fellow officers, but, also to family members of some of our
officers and civilian personnel.
“Troops Gift Packs 2009” was a huge success, because of all of you
who took the time to make a donation for something so important
and appreciated.
We collected enough money, to not only pay for shipping, but, to
purchase PX cards for a future shipment. We can’t bring these soldiers home for Christmas, but with your help,we were able to send a
little bit of home sweet home to all of them.
It is important to let our troops know that they are remembered
and are appreciated,especially at Christmas.
I would like to thank a few people for their assistance in this effort,
The BPPA, OPC, Captain Flaherty, Danny Adams, Gil Alicea, Middalia
Centeio, Stephen Charbonnier, Dennis Crowley, Gail DeCoste, Tommy
Foley, Eileen Hansford, Cecil Jones, Kathy Kearney, Frank
McLaughlin,Tommy Pratt, John & Kara Quinn, Billy Ridge, Bernadette
Sullivan, Phil Terenzie, Adrian Troy, for taking time out of their schedules to help us make this year’s effort such a success.
A “very special thank you” to P.O. Dennis Crowley’s father, Mr. Jack
Crowley, for the generous donation of his time and for donations of
the boxes that we used for shipment.
Merry Christmas and a Happy and Safe New Year.
– Rita Foley

www.bppa.org
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The Police Appreciation Program for $500 Cash Back on a
Ford or Lincoln Mercury Extended through January 4, 2010!
Contact the BPPA office 617-989-2772 for your username & password to
enroll for this great deal. To enroll, visit www.napo.org and
click on this logo on the bottom left-hand side. � � � � � �
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No-Nos in the Zero Tolerance anti-lying policy

T

op Ten statements department employees can no longer say due to the new “Zero
tolerance anti-lying policy.”
1. “Good morning,” when it is in fact NOT a good morning.”
2. “Of course I want you to have the last piece of cake.”
3. “Remember kids, Santa Claus is coming in a few days, so you better be good.”
4. “I think it’s going to rain later.” (Unless you have two confirmed weather reports).
5. “Wow, that was the best meatloaf I’ve ever had.”
6. “Your baby is so cute.”
7. “Don’t need any help sir, I’m just looking at these new cars.”
8. “I was just bluffing guys… I have a pair of threes.”
9. “What’s the children’s price? Yup, all three kids here are under twelve years old.”
10. “No, that dress doesn’t make you look fat.”
– PO Mike Kane

Random thoughts
Johnny Cash had a great voice. Bob Dylan did not.
A dog is a pet. An igwana isn’t.
Football is fun to watch on TV. Soccer, not so much.
The death penalty is a deterrent. Twenty years in a state-of-the-art, gym-equipped
prison is not.
The ’69 Camaro was a car you wanted to be seen driving. The Smart Car is not.
Abraham Lincoln and Ronald Reagan were great presidents. Obama won’t be.
Jim Rice is a class act. Manny Ramirez is a clown.
Jack Nicholson is a great actor. Nick Nolte is not.
Country music is often patriotic. Rap music never is.
Watching a movie at home is relaxing. A drive in (For those who can remember)
is better.
The Boston Globe is a rag. The Boston Herald is quickly becoming one.
The History Channel is interesting. The Dexter TV series is disturbing.
A real Christmas tree is nice. A fake one is just OK.
A Dunkin’ Donuts gift card is a great grab gift. An ice scraper isn’t.
Papa Gino’s pizza is good. Pizza Hut is just OK.
– PO Mike Kane

God Rest Ye Merry Governor
By P.O. Bob Cratchett and Tiny Tim
God rest ye merry Governor you took our Quinn away,
remember all the officers you’ve gone and caused dismay;
To save a small amount of dough you’ve made us go astray,
oh bad tidings from Deval and his boys,
Deval and his boys;
Oh bad tidings from Deval and his boys.
You tried to make it sound like if you cared but you did not,
the truth is that you really are a sneaky little snot;
Thank God you are the Governor for only one more year,
oh bad tidings for Deval and his boys,
Deval and his boys;
Oh bad tidings for Deval and his boys.
We watched as all your minions danced like puppets on a string,
pathetically this sad old lot would dance to anything;
The truth is that you’ll all be out in little than a year,
oh bad tidings fot Deval and his boys,
Deval and his boys;
Oh bad tidings for Deval and his boys.
In God we trust all those whom voted to take our pay away,
will soon find out who their friends are on next election day;
We’ll vote them out and sing with joy when all have gone away,
oh bad tidings for Deval and his boys,
Deval and his boys;
Oh bad tidings for Deval and his boys.

We Support the
Boston Police
Patrolmen’s Association
Scholarship Fund

74 Lawley Street, Boston, MA 02122-3608
617-474-0500

www.bppa.org
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Neponset Preschool
281 Neponset Ave.
Dorchester
617-265-2665

Winter Sign-up
Half Days • Full Days
Secure Play Area
4,000 sq. ft.
3 Classrooms
Classes start at $18/day
2 yrs. 8 mo to 6 yrs.
Massachusetts Early Education License #291031 • Daughter of BPPA Retiree

Compliments of
a Friend
Lawrence Ruben

Epilogue for a lost Marine
By Kevin Cullen, The Boston Globe
illy Lynch left Dorchester 72 years ago,
and they’re pretty sure they’ve finally
found him, a long way from home, deep in
the ground in China.
Staff Sergeant Billy Lynch was a Marine. He grew up on Victory Road, and if
you go to the corner of Victory and
Neponset Avenue, you’ll see the black street
sign with the gold star that commemorates
William Joseph Lynch Square. It is a place
of honor for a Marine who disappeared 67
years ago.
He left Neponset for the Marines in 1937,
right out of high school, and never came
back. He was stationed in China when the
Japanese bombed Pearl Harbor, and then
went to the Philippines and was there when
the Japanese invaded. After the battle of
Corregidor in 1942, the Japanese took him
prisoner.
They beat him but couldn’t break him.
As soon as he could run, Billy Lynch ran
from the prison camp. The Japanese caught
him and beat him again, worse, and then
they put him on a “hell ship’’ to China, with
no ventilation, no toilet, no water, no food.
It was a death march at sea.
A lot of POWs died on the hell ships,
but Billy Lynch wouldn’t give his captors
the satisfaction. They stuck him in a prison
camp called Mukden and he escaped again.
Some of the local Chinese hid him, but a 6foot white guy from Dorchester stood out
in Manchuria, and the Japanese recaptured
him.
They beat him again, and there would
be no third escape for Billy Lynch. He was
sent to another camp, Port Arthur, now
known by its Chinese name, Lushun. Billy
Lynch’s captors tortured him, peeling the
skin from his body before killing him, cutting him up, and stuffing his remains in a
barrel that was sealed.
Some years ago, a Chinese historian
named Yang Jing became intrigued with
Prisoner No. 610, the only American POW
never accounted for in China. He started
digging, figuratively, looking for Billy
Lynch.
Professor Yang found three elderly Chinese men who were slave laborers at Port
Arthur and knew about the murder, dismemberment, and burial of Staff Sergeant Billy
Lynch.
When Yang learned that Lynch was from
Boston, he contacted John McColgan, the
city’s archivist. McColgan knocked on every door on Victory Road but couldn’t find
anyone who remembered the Lynches.
McColgan asked Marie Daly, a genealogist at the New England Historic Genealogical Society, for help.

B

Billy Lynch
Daly, a detective in librarian’s clothing,
found Lynch’s two nieces, Judy Armour
in Bridgewater and Janet Sambuceti in
Marshfield. Their DNA will prove, once and
for all, whether Billy Lynch is in the ground
in Manchuria.
Yesterday, a FedEx pilot named Ryan
Bach and a former Marine from Norwell
named Mark Voner walked around the spot
in Lushun where they believe Billy Lynch’s
bones rest. It’s getting too cold to dig, so
the plan is to bring in an archeological team
next spring.
Bach and Voner are part of a volunteer
group called Moore’s Marauders, dedicated
to finding American MIAs like Billy Lynch.
Moore’s Marauders will send scientists over
next spring.
Voner was badly wounded when the
Marine barracks in Beirut was blown up in
1983, killing 241 Marines, soldiers, and
sailors.
“It’s fitting that there is a Marine there
right now, looking for the last Marine in
China,’’ said Fred Sullivan, one of the
Dorchester residents who support the cause
of finding Billy Lynch. “We had to raise
$25,000 to pay for the search, but it’s worth
every penny. Billy Lynch should come
home.’’
If, as they believe, their dig next spring
yields Billy Lynch’s bones, he will come
home, finally, first to St. Ann’s Church,
where he made his First Communion, then
on to Arlington National Cemetery.
“He deserves to be home,’’ Judy Armour
said of the uncle she never met and never
forgot. “That’s why he kept escaping. He
kept trying, no matter what they did to him.
He wanted to come home.’’
(Kevin Cullen is a Boston Globe columnist. He can be reached at cullen@globe.com.
Reprinted with permission from The Boston Globe, October 22, 2009.)

Attention
To all members of the Boston Police Relief Association
Active Duty or Retired
If you need to change your beneficiary or you are not sure of
who your beneficiary is you can contact the relief office at 617364-9565. If you leave a message your call will be returned and if
necessary the paperwork will be sent out to you.
Thank you,
William F. Carroll, Clerk, Boston Police Relief Association
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Baseball Hall of Fame:
The Class of 2010 awaits induction
By Paul Carroll, NESN Sports Tape
Library Coordinator
(brother of Bill Carroll,
hospital liaison unit, HQ)
or the last 15 years, Boston fans’ interest in the Baseball Hall of Fame elections were centered on the chances of former
Red Sox players Luis Tiant, Jim Rice and
Carlton Fisk. Fisk was elected in 2000,
Tiant’s tenure on the ballot ended in 2002
unelected and Jim Rice finally got the call
last year!
The 2010 Baseball Hall of Fame ballot
doesn’t contain any players who played a
significant portion of their careers in Boston, but it’s loaded with players who will
merit great debate. On Tuesday, January 6th,
the Baseball Writers Association of America
(BBWAA) will announce the class of 2010.
Candidates must be named on 75% of
ballots to be elected and receive at least 5%
to remain eligible for future consideration.
If not elected after 15 years, their name is
removed from the ballot.
On January 13th, 2009, one day after
being elected to the Hall, Jim Rice was
asked if he thought there were any deserving players on the ballot that deserved to be
elected. Rice gave out three names; Andre
Dawson, Bert Blyleven and Jack Morris.
Andre Dawson in his prime, hit for
power, ran well
and had an excellent throwing
arm. He played
for 21 seasons
and was an offensive force for
16 of them. Last
year, he received
67% of the vote,
so getting that
last 8% is very
possible.
Bert Blyleven. Three reasons for a yes
vote; 287 wins
(27th all-time),
3,701 strikeouts (5th all-time) and 60 shutouts (9th all-time). Three reasons for a no
vote; one 20-win season, two All-Star game
selections and averaged 14 wins over 22
seasons. I could shovel out a lot of stats both
pro and con, but there’s enough data for me
to vote for him. He’s been on the ballot since
1998 and I’ve been a yes vote since 2003.
Jack Morris was an ace, a real horse on
a team’s pitching staff. He wasn’t always
pretty to watch as walks and home runs
would haunt him. If elected, his 3.90 career era would be the highest of any pitcher
in the Hall. All I know is, he won 254
games, completed 175 of them and struck
out 2,478 batters. He has more wins than
26 of the 56 starting pitchers in the Hall.
He has five years left on the ballot as he
remains stuck in the 40-45% vote total
among the scribes.
Lee Smith, Tim Raines and Alan
Trammell come up short with me again.
Smith was a one inning save guy, Raines’s
dominance was limited to a lot of stolen

F
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bases and with Trammell, I compared his
numbers to Barry Larkin (read on!)
All the other holdover candidates, Mark
McGwire, Dave Parker, Don Mattingly,
Dale Murphy and Harold Baines are still
a nay vote with me too.
Of the fifteen new players on the ballot,
only one gets my vote. Roberto Alomar
was a superb fielding second baseman and
fine hitter. A lifetime .300 hitter, Alomar was
a 12-time All-star, won 10 Gold Gloves and
stole 474 stolen bases. A key component of
the Blue Jays Championship teams of 1992
and 1993, Alomar later formed with Omar
Vizquel the best double play combo with
the Indians I’ve seen since 1970.
Three other newcomers fell short with
me. Shortstop Barry Larkin played his
entire career with the Reds from 1986 to
2004. A lifetime 295 hitter, he was a 12time All-star, won 3 Gold Gloves and was
the National League MVP in 1995. Comparing him to Larkin, Alan Trammell played
in 113 more games, batted .285, with 13
fewer home runs, but 43 more RBI.
Trammell was selected to 6 All-star teams,
won 4 Gold Gloves and led his team to a
Championship. Aside from the stolen base
totals (Larkin’s 474 to Trammell’s 236), he
doesn’t put a lot of distance between himself and Trammell. Maybe I’m missing the
boat on both of
them?
Edgar Martinez
was predominately a
designated hitter
from 1987 to 2004
with the Mariners.
He batted .312 for
his career with a
.418 on base pct,
won two batting
titles playing 68%
of his games as a
DH. Other career
numbers include,
2,247 hits, 514
doubles, 309 home
runs and 1,261 RBI.
Outside of the average, doubles and on base
pct, none of these numbers are particularly
overwhelming especially for a DH. Over
18 seasons, he averaged playing in 118
games a year. Hall of Fame voters look for
big numbers, 3,000 hits, 500 home runs,
1,500 RBI. Paul Molitor Is the only DH in
the Hall right now, I suspect he’ll remain a
solo act – for now.
Fred McGriff was a slugging first
baseman from 1986 to 2004 with six teams.
He had eight seasons of 30+ home runs, 14
seasons with 20 or more. He led the league
n home runs twice with a career high 36 in
1989. The ‘Crime Dog’ finished seven
home runs shy of the exalted, seemingly
Cooperstown lock of 500. But he also drove
in 1,550 runs, ranking him seventh out of
eighteen among Hall of Fame First
Basemen, trailing only Lou Gehrig,
Jimmie Foxx, Eddie Murray, Tony Perez,
Harmon Killebrew and Willie McCovey.
So why the nay vote? McGriff only finished
in the top five in league MVP voting once

The Baseball Hall of Fame in Cooperstown, New York awaits its new inductees. Who
will be enshrined next?

in his career. He was a valuable member of
the Braves 1995 Championship Team, but
I don’t believe he was ever a dominant or
even a great player of his era… He was
good, he was very good. I’m sure Cito
Gaston and Bobby Cox have plenty of nice
things to say on his behalf, but I’ve never
gotten the feeling he’s a Hall of Fame player.
A final thought on these four. There appears to be no link to any of them concerning the steroid scandal of the last two decades. Upcoming ballots over the next ten

?

Firsts in America Trivia:

years will be filled with such banter, especially next year’s potential ballot. My guess
is Alomar is a lock, with Dawson getting in
on his ninth try. Blyleven’s best shot appears
to be in 2012, (which would be his last year).
Larkin and Martinez are interesting debates,
McGriff, even with 493 career home runs
may not get 5%! The new faces on the ballot in 2011 include Jeff Bagwell, Larry
Walker and Rafael Palmeiro.
But that is a story for another day. I can
hardly wait !

Bill Carroll

Do you know which
came first?

1. Where was gold first discovered in America?
2. What state designed and was first to fly the Confederate Flag?
3. What was the first state admitted into the union after
the ratification of the U.S. Constitution?
4. Where was the first motel opened in the United States?
5. Where was the first Better Business Bureau opened in
the United States?

?

Sports Trivia:

1

#

(see answers on page C14)

Bill Carroll

How many can
you get correct?
1. Who was the only major league team to win two World Series during the 1980’s?
2. What baseball Hall of Famer played the second most games in his career behind Pete
Rose?
3. Who was the only major league player to play in at least 500 games with four different teams?
4. What two major league cities have the number 44 retired in their baseball stadium?
5. What was the first number ever retired by a major league team and who wore it?
6. Who hit into the most double plays in his major league career?
7. What NFL team was the first to run the no-huddle offense in the 1980’s?
8. How many designated face-off spots are there in a hockey rink?
9. Who was the first NFL quarterback to wear eyeglasses in a game?
10. What professional sports team was the first to be named after an insect?
(see answers on page C14)
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Filene’s Basement is honored to support �e

Boston Police Patrolmen’s Association
and its outstanding service to the community.

always on �e
trail of a
good bargain!

FILENE’SBASEMENT
Where Bargains Were Born

www.bppa.org

In Back Bay -at the Corner of Boylston and Clarendon

filenesbasement.com
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is honored to support the
Boston Police Patrolman’s
Association.
313 Congress Street, Boston
�
330 Congress Street, Boston
�
55 Summer Street, Boston
�
One Bowdoin Square, Boston
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Lincoln Property Company &
84 State Street....

are pleased to support the Boston Police
Patrolmen’s Association, Inc.
617-951-4100
225 Franklin Street

www.bppa.org

617-737-3315 (fax)
23rd Floor

www.lpcboston.com
Boston, Massachusetts 02110
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Merck Research Laboratories is proud to support the
Boston Police Patrolmen’s Association.
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No apology accepted

A

t a time when our president and other
politicians tend to apologize for our
country’s prior actions, here’s a refresher
on how some of our former patriots handled
negative comments about our country.
JFK’s Secretary of State, Dean Rusk,
was in France in the early 60’s when
Charles DeGaulle decided to pull out of
NATO. DeGaulle said he wanted all US
military out of France as soon as possible.
Rusk responded, “Does that include
those who are buried here?”
DeGaulle did not respond.
You could have heard a pin drop.
�����
When in England at a fairly large conference, Colin Powell was asked by the
Archbishop of Canterbury if our plans for
Iraq were just an example of ‘empire building’ by President George W. Bush.
He answered by saying, “Over the years,
the United States has sent many of its fine
young men and women into great peril to
fight for freedom beyond our borders. The
only amount of land we have ever asked
for in return is enough to bury those that
did not return.”
You could have heard a pin drop.
�����
There was a conference in France where
a number of international engineers were
taking part, including French and American. During a break, one of the French engineers came back into the room saying,
“Have you heard the latest dumb stunt Bush
has done? He has sent an aircraft carrier to
Indonesia to help the tsunami victims. What
does he intend to do, bomb them?”
A Boeing engineer stood up and replied
quietly: “Our carriers have three hospitals
on board that can treat several hundred
people; they are nuclear powered and can
supply emergency electrical power to shore
facilities; they have three cafeterias with the
capacity to feed 3,000 people three meals a
day, they can produce several thousand gallons of fresh water from sea water each day,
and they carry half a dozen helicopters for
use in transporting victims and injured to
and from their flight deck. We have eleven

O

W

ferences rather than speaking French?”
Without hesitating, the American Admiral replied, “Maybe it’s because the Brits,
Canadians, Aussies and Americans arranged
it so you wouldn’t have to speak German.”
You could have heard a pin drop.

And this story fits right
in with the above...
Robert Whiting, an elderly gentleman
of 83, arrived in Paris by plane. At French
Customs, he took a few minutes to locate
his passport in his carry on.
“You have been to France before, monsieur?” the customs officer asked sarcastically.

Mr. Whiting admitted that he had been
to France previously.
“Then you should know enough to have
your passport ready.”
The American said, “The last time I was
here, I didn’t have to show it.”
“Impossible.
Americans always have to show their
passports on arrival in France!”
The American senior gave the Frenchman a long hard look. Then he quietly explained, ‘’Well, when I came ashore at
Omaha Beach on D-Day in 1944 to help
liberate this country, I couldn’t find a single
Frenchmen to show a passport to.”
You could have heard a pin drop.

The 1-finger salute of a true hero

e will never be able to adequately express our admiration and appreciation to our
nation’s soldiers and veterans.
Read before making judgment on
‘The Finger’ gesture and you’ll
understand...
Leading the fight is U.S. Marine Gunnery Sgt. Michael
Burghardt, known as ‘Iron
Mike’ or just ‘Gunny.’ He is on
his third tour in Iraq. He had become a legend in the bomb disposal world after winning the
Bronze Star for disabling 64
IEDs and destroying 1,548
pieces of ordinance during his
second tour.
Then, on September 19, he
got blown up... He had arrived
at a chaotic scene after a bomb
had killed four U.S. Marines. He
chose not to wear the bulky
bomb protection suit. ‘You can’t
react to any sniper fire and you
get tunnel-vision,’ he explains.
So, protected by just a helmet and standardissue flak jacket, he began what bomb disposal officers term ‘the longest walk,’ stepping gingerly into a 5 foot deep and 8 foot

Hell Yeah!!!

ne of my sons serves in the military.
He is still stateside, here in California.
He called me yesterday to let me know how
warm and welcoming people were to him
and his troops everywhere he goes, telling
me how people shake their hands and thank
them for being willing to serve and fight
for not only our own freedoms, but so that
others may have them also.
But he also told me about an incident in
the grocery store he stopped at yesterday
on his way home from the base. He said
that ahead of several people in front of him
stood a woman dressed in a burkha. He said
when she got to the cashier she loudly remarked about the U.S. flag lapel pin the
cashier wore on her smock. The cashier
reached up and touched the pin, and said
proudly, ‘Yes, I always wear it and probably always will.’ The woman in the burkha
then asked the cashier when she was going
www.bppa.org

such ships; how many does France have?”
You could have heard a pin drop.
�����
A U.S. Navy Admiral was attending a
naval conference that included Admirals
from the U.S., English, Canadian, Australian and French Navies. At a cocktail reception, he found himself standing with a
large group of officers that included personnel from most of those countries. Everyone
was chatting away in English as they sipped
their drinks but a French admiral suddenly
complained that, whereas Europeans learn
many languages, Americans learn only English. He then asked, “Why is it that we always have to speak English in these con-

to stop bombing her countrymen, explaining that she was Iraqi.
A gentleman standing behind my son
stepped forward. Putting his arm around my
son’s shoulders and nodding towards my
son, he said in a calm and gentle voice to
the Iraqi woman: ‘Lady, hundreds of thousands of men and women like this young
man have fought and died so that YOU
could stand here, in MY country and accuse a check-out cashier of bombingYOUR
countrymen. It is my belief that had you
been this outspoken in YOUR own country, we wouldn’t need to be there today. But,
hey, if you have now learned how to speak
out so loudly and clearly, I’ll gladly buy you
a ticket and pay your way back to Iraq so
you can straighten out the mess in YOUR
country that you are obviously here in MY
country to avoid. Everyone within hearing
distance cheered! HELL YEAH!!!

wide crater.
The earth shifted slightly and he saw a
Senao base station with a wire leading from
it. He cut the wire and used his 7 inch knife
to probe the ground. ‘I found a piece of red
detonating cord between my legs,’ he says.
‘That’s when I knew I was screwed.’ Realizing he had been sucked into a trap, Sgt
Burghardt, 35, yelled at everyone to stay
back. At that moment, an insurgent, probably watching through binoculars, pressed
a button on his mobile phone to detonate
the secondary device below the sergeant’s
feet ‘A chill went up the back of my neck
and then the bomb exploded,’ he recalls. ‘As
I was in the air I remember thinking, ‘I don’t
believe they got me...’ I was just ticked off
they were able to do it. Then I was lying on
the road, not able to feel anything from the
waist down.’
His fellow Marines cut off his trousers
to see how badly he was hurt. None could
believe his legs were still there ‘My dad’s a
Vietnam vet who’s paralyzed from the waist
down,’ says Sgt. Burghardt. ‘I was lying
there thinking I didn’t want to be in a wheelchair next to my dad and for him to see me
like that... They started to cut away my pants

and I felt a real sharp pain and blood trickling down. Then I wiggled my toes and I
thought, ‘Good, I’m in business.’ As a
stretcher was brought over, adrenaline and
anger kicked in. ‘I decided to walk to the
helicopter. I wasn’t going to let my teammates see me being carried away on a
stretcher.’ He stood and gave the insurgents
who had blown him up a one-fingered salute. ‘I flipped them one.. It was like, ‘OK,
I lost that round but I’ll be back next week.’
Copies of a photograph depicting his
defiance, taken by Jeff Bundy for the
Omaha World-Herald, adorn the walls of
homes across America and that of Col. John
Gronski, the brigade commander in
Ramadi, who has hailed the image as an
exemplar of the warrior spirit.
Sgt. Burghardt’s injuries - burns and
wounds to his legs and buttocks - kept him
off duty for nearly a month and could have
earned him a ticket home. But, like his father - who was awarded a Bronze Star and
three Purple Hearts for being wounded in
action in Vietnam - he stayed in Ramadi to
engage in the battle against insurgents who
are forever coming up with more ingenious
ways of killing Americans.
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8% AUTO DISCOUNT TO
ALL BPPA MEMBERS!!!

This is outrageous
Did you know that the ACLU
has filed a suit to have all
military cross-shaped
headstones removed…
and another suit to end
prayer from the military
completely. They’re making
great progress. The Navy
Chaplains can no longer
mention Jesus’ name in
prayer thanks to the
wretched ACLU and our
new administration.

“We want to Protect and Serve those
who Protect and Serve us!”

Judith M. Flynn
Insurance
Agency, Inc.
Auto & Homeowners Insurance

1152 Washington Street
Dorchester Lower Mills

617-296-0350

Save $$$$$ on your Homeowners Insurance!!!
Qualified applicants receive up to a

33% Discount

on Homeowners Insurance!
Call me for a quote today!
Speak with a “live” person!
No recordings or voice mail!

Free pickup of plates!
23 years serving the community!
Multiple discounts available!

Call me for a quote today!!!
Judie Flynn • 617-296-0350

Don’t know me?
Ask someone you may know…
“Flynn Insurance has handled our insurance needs for years. Their competitive
rates and prompt professional response is unbeatable! I highly recommend
Judie Flynn of Flynn Insurance.”
– Jim Wyse,
Sergeant-Detective, A -1

‘Lord, hold our troops in
your loving hands
Protect them as they
protect us Bless them
and their families for the
selfless acts they
perform for us in our
time of need. Amen.’
Please stop for a
moment and say a
prayer for our troops
around the world.

“Flynn Insurance is a local home-grown agency that has treated me
exceptionally well over the years. I have, and will continue to send all my
friends and family to Judie. She delivers only prompt, professional, friendly
service.”
– Matt Machera, Attorney at Law,
Formerly of the Suffolk County DA’s Office
“I’ve been doing business with Judie (Flynn) for years and she’s always gone
well above and beyond for me and my family.”
– Mike Coppinger,
Patrolman, District 14
“I have had both my Auto and Homeowners Insurance with Judie Flynn of
Flynn Insurance for years. Their reliable service and friendly, dependable staff
make everything simple and easy.”
– Maura Flynn,
Commander of the Paid Detail Unit (no relation)
“For years, Judie has provided superior service for me and my family. Her
personal attention goes above and beyond. They really go out of their way!”
– Tom Richardson,
Patrolman, E-5, (retired)
“Judie (Flynn) has handled my Auto and Homeowners policies for years. Her
professional, efficient, friendly service is second to none and she does it with a
smile.”
– Danny Rice, Detective,
Domestic Violence Unit
“For years Judie (Flynn) has handled our insurance. Her honest, straightforward approach and professional, friendly service makes insurance easy.”
– Chris Boyle,
Patrolman, Drug Unit

…of all the gifts you
could give a Marine,
Soldier, Sailor, Airman
and others deployed
in harm’s way, prayer
is the very best one.
GOD BLESS YOU!

“Flynn Insurance is like Cheers – where everybody knows your name.
They treat you like you’re part of the family and even answer their own
phones!”
– Bobby Murphy, EMT,
Boston EMS
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Why is it?

By PO Mike Kane, District 18
* Anyone would think the off-duty special
police officer Paul Langone was unjustified when he shot and killed a suspect
who was in the process of stabbing a female doctor? He saved this victim from
being stabbed to death. Who can argue
that point?
* Certain people are whining about the USS
Constitution making noise with its cannons? Those cannons have been and still
are the sound of freedom and democracy.
Morons!
* The Yankees had to win this year?
* Gov. Deval Patrick dislikes police officers in this state? He’s a phony who shows
up at officer’s funerals or awards ceremonies and pretends to give the law enforcement community his support.
* Very few people say “Merry Christmas”
anymore?
* The state is going ahead with plans to build
a nine million dollar “footbridge” for millionaire Patriots owner Robert Kraft?
He’s rated the 468th richest man in the
world. No wonder… he’s got the taxpayers paying for things he should pay for.
* No one in the media wants to portray the
Fort Hood mass murderer, Major Nidal
Malik Hasan as a terrorist? He had contact and sympathized with the enemy!
This is political correctness at its best.
Now some in the Muslim community are
calling him a “hero”. These terrorists have
infiltrated our military and our workplace
and more killings will occur.
* Anyone would enjoy knocking over
gravestones? Many of them veterans
graves. This recently happened in
Kingston, Mass. But the good news is that
the Kingston Police were able to arrest
the demented youths.
* Because of incidents like the one in Fort
Hood, Texas, the Boston Police still does
not have patrol rifles in cruisers in order
to protect the citizens of Boston? Is it
going to take innocent people being
slaughtered before these life-saving

M

weapons are approved?
* There are always a few morons who just
have to grab their surfboards and go surfing when there’s a hurricane? They don’t
care that they put themselves in danger
or the rescuers who might have to save
them.
* Anyone would want to listen to terrosist
Raymond Ruc Levasseur (Lives-InSEWER)? The powers to be at UMass
Amherst believed he would somehow add
to the education of its students.
Really….how’s that? This guy was the
leader of a radical group called, United
Freedom Front. These anti-government
losers thought the best way to protest was
to plant bombs in public places and injure innocent people including the 1976
Suffolk County Courthouse bombing.
Ray and his acid dropping friends were
also responsible for killing a New Jersey
State trooper in 1981. The ACLU was
defending his right to speak at a taxpayer
funded school, but he can’t leave the state
of Maine because he’s on parole. Now
all his whacked out supporters have invited his crazy wife to speak at the school.
* Congressman Michael Capuano missed
so many votes on important issues? Isn’t
that his job? And another senate candidate, Steven Pagliuca hasn’t voted in
years? Now they want our vote? I don’t
get it.
* Popcorn is so expensive at movie theatres?
* Motorists still give spare change to the
“homeless” as they walk in traffic causing drivers to nearly strike them?
* I doubt we will ever have a Boston Police mounted unit again?
* Anyone would want to pay for and sit in
an obstructed view seat at any game?
* Up Chuck Turner was elected again? Oh
yeah, so he can continue to embarrass
himself and the people that elected him.
We know you won’t disappoint us Up
Chuck!!!
Stay Safe and enjoy the holidays.

THE BOSTON CONSULTING GROUP
Proudly supports the
Boston Police Patrolmen’s
Association Scholarship Fund
www.bcg.com

Police Mourning Bands

any times police officers are unsure of the length of time they must wear a
mourning band over their badge in order to honor a fallen officer. The following protocol for mourning bands is taken from the Officer Down Memorial Page
(ODMP).
Within your agency: From the time of death until midnight on the 14th day after
the death.
Within your region: From the time of death until midnight on the day of the
funeral.
Funeral attendee: Out-of-region attendees while attending funeral.
Nation: Peace Officers Memorial Day (May 15th) from 0001 hours until 2359
hours.
– PO Mike Kane

www.bppa.org
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Raising the bar
By James F. Lydon, Jr.
Boston Police Academy
ain, once again. The morning of Sunday, November 15th, 2009 looked a lot
like the morning of September 27th, 2009,
cloudy skies and rain, but the temperature
was a lot colder. Luckily for the competitors in the Boston Police Strongman Challenge, the first two events were set to take
place inside. Athletes began arriving at 8:00
am, ready to warm up for the grueling challenge ahead.

R

After some words from Superintendent
Paul Joyce, and a stirring performance of
the National Anthem by Police Officer
Stephen McNulty, the 2009 Boston Police
Strongman Challenge began. First up were
the bench press and the squat events. Each
athlete lifted weights set to challenge their
weight category, pressing and squatting as
the crowd pushed in to watch. After these
two events, Gary Siempos of Randolph Police, Clifton McHale and Eddy Crispin
led with the highest scores in their respec-

Trivia Answers
Firsts in America

?

(see questions on page C5)

1. Gold was first discovered in Midland, North Carolina at John Reed’s Mine in 1799.
2. The Confederate flag was designed and first flown in Alabama in 1861.
3. The first state to be admitted into the union following the ratification of the Constitution was Vermont.
4. The first motel was opened in the United States in 1925 in San Luis Obispo, California.
5. The first Better Business Bureau was opened in Minneapolis, Minnesota in 1912.

Sports
(see questions on page C5)

tive weight classes. Eddy Crispin would
not give that lead up throughout the entire
competition.
To the relief of the competitors and the
spectators, the rain let up right before the
outside events began. The first of the outside events was the Farmer’s Walk. The apparatus for the Farmer’s Walk, as well as
the tires and the Atlas Stones for
the later events, were provided
by Art McDermott of Matrix
Strength and Fitness. Professional strongman Dan Ford
was on hand to set up
and judge the
events. Strongman Garrett Brarmann, who competes in the 240 lbs
Amateur Lightweight
category, gave a demonstration of the event
for the spectators. Athletes
would have to carry a metal cylinder in each hand. The cylinders were weighed down, making the heaviest load borne 330
lbs (165 lbs in each hand). For
the demonstration, Garrett
Brarmann carried 255 lbs in
each hand. After the event was
over, Gary Siempos relinquished his lead
in the Heavyweight Division to his classmate from #48-08, Robert Robi-chaud,
who would not give up that lead for the remainder of the competition.
The Tire Flip, one of the most wellknown events in professional strongman
sports, was next up. During the demonstration, Garrett Brarmann flipped a tire
weighing 680 lbs. The competing athletes
had to flip giant truck tires weighing up to
400 lbs across the parking lot of the Boston
Police Academy, going a total distance of
100’ within a 90 second time limit. Clifton
McHale gave up his lead in this event as
Garrett Mitchell pulled ahead of McHale
by two points in the Middleweight Division.

The final event was the Atlas Stone.
Normally competitors lift heavy stones up
onto platforms, but this Strongman Challenge modified the event slightly. Competitors lifted the stones up and over a bar that
sat at chest height. Garrett Brarmann
demonstrated the event by lifting a stone
weighing 300 lbs over the bar. All the athletes used a 70 lb stone until the heavyweight men stepped up: the stone was
then switched out and one twice as
heavy was used. When all the chalk
had settled, the first place winners
in each category were chosen.
For the females,
Delores Facey won the
Heavyweight Division, Tisha Murphy
won the Middleweight Division,
and
LaTeisha
Adams won the
Lightweight Division. The
Lightweight Division for the
males was won by Eddy
Crispin. The Middleweight Division was won by Garrett
Mitchell. And the Heavyweight
Division was won by Robert
Robichaud. Congratulations to
all the winners!
After the competition, a ceremony was
held so that the Boston Police Academy fitness center could be dedicated to retired
Boston police officer Ed Smith. The ceremony was emceed by Superintendent Paul
Joyce, and the speakers included Commissioner Ed Davis, Chief Daniel Linskey, and
Ed Smith himself. After, a floor to ceiling
mural commemorating Officer Smith was
unveiled. The mural, painted by local artist, Alvin Colon, adorned the right entrance
wall in the fitness center, and it named the
room the “Police Officer Ed Smith Fitness
Center.” Retired Officer Smith and his family were on hand for the unveiling.

Thank you

1. The Los Angeles Dodgers won the World Series twice in the 1980’s, 1981 and 1988.
2. Baseball Hall of Famer Carl Yastrzemski is second in all time major league games
played behind Pete Rose with 3,308.
3. The only major league player to appear in at least 500 games was Rusty Staub who
did it with the Houston Astros, Montreal Expos, New York Mets, and the Detroit
Tigers.
4. The two major league cities who have the number 44 retired are Atlanta and Milwaukee in honor of Hall of Famer Hank Aaron.
5. The first number ever to be retired by a professional team was the number 4 which
was in honor of Yankees first baseman Lou Gehrig in 1939.
6. Hank Aaron hit into the most double plays in major league history with 328.
7. The first NFL team to run the no-huddle offense in the 1980’s was the Cincinnati
Bengals.
8. There are nine designated face-off spots in a hockey rink, two in each end, one at
center ice, and four more in the neutral zone, (between the blue lines).
9. Bob Griese of the Miami Dolphins was the first NFL quarterback to wear eyeglasses
in a game in 1977.
10. The first professional team to named after an insect was the Charlotte Hornets of the
NBA in 1988.

Boston Police Officer Robert E. Anthony
Area A7, East Boston
Dear Officer Anthony;
It is with the utmost pleasure that I write
to you today to say ‘THANK YOU.’ Your
project to honor fallen Boston Police Sergeant Richard Halloran of Area A7 did
not go unnoticed. What a nice job you did
organizing such an event. I plan to make a
special trip over to see it in person. I recall
that fateful day, getting called out to respond
to the scene in the early morning hours. I
was a detective in the Drug Control Unit
and the entire unit responded. We combed
the area, much like the crime scene team of
today’s police department. And Sergeant
Detective Richard Ross of Area A found
what would be a critical piece of evidence
that eventually led to the arrest of the person responsible. We both testified at the trial
in the Suffolk Superior Court.
Again, Thank You.
– Herbert L. Spellman
Retired Boston Police Officer
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We are proud to support the Boston Police Patrolmen’s Association, Inc. and Scholarship Fund

www.bppa.org
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proud

supporter

of

the

BOSTON POLICE PATROLMEN’S ASSOCIATION SCHOLARSHIP FUND

A kid can dream, right?
And with Prudential’s support of the Boston Police
Patrolmen’s Association Scholarship Fund, the children
of Boston’s finest can dream just a little bigger. It’s our
way of saying thank you to the men and women who
make things just a little easier for the rest of us—each
and every day.

The Prudential Insurance Company of America, Newark, NJ 07102-3777. Prudential, Prudential Financial, the Rock logo, and the Rock Prudential logo are
registered service marks of The Prudential Insurance Company of America, Newark, NJ, and its affiliates.
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